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sand to each iio1e ana. set the b
on the sand and pour sand over
it until covered and fill the hole
with the vinep,r treated soil. The
top of bulb should be about three
inches below the surfa~e. In ·the
fall the bed is mulched with leaves
or grass to a depth ot about six
I inches, left · on until good weather
arrives the next spring.

·*

T,hat Reminds I
.M e-W-P.D.
THJD SOIL OF THE RED RIV-

er valley contains considerable alkaline matter, which is not hospitable to certain kinds of plants.
Some gardeners have found difficulty in growing
the beautiful Regal lilies because
of this soil condition. Mr$. Fannie
Heath has disc o v e r e d that
treating the soil
with vinegar will
correct this condition.
Her description of the
method which she
uses has been
widely copied in
h o r t 1 cu 1 tu r al
journals, and tor
D-'Ylea
the benefit of
4>1:hera who may wish to grow these
l~til Mrs. Heath sends a copy for
the information. She writes:

*

*
USED *
A HOME
MADE VIN~ . Usually a by-product of jelly
~ . . by a .d ding a lot of . water
to Uie pulp after the juice for jelly
hd been extracted and allowing
this to ferment. This vinegar may
also be made at small expense by
addlD.g brown sugar to soft water
utitll it is sweet. The more sugar
use the stronger the vinegar. I
lta.ve found this home made vine-.
gar superior to boughten vinegar
but the commercial vinegar may
l'.>e used by adding an equal amount
of 10ft water .to the vinegar and
then adding it very carefully to the
soil and being very careful to not
add any after the soil ceases to rise
when more 1s needed. As long as
there fs alkali there wlll be tin
frotl\y little bubbles when more
vlij ar added to the dirt~ To
J)
the bulbs I dig a hole · six to
eJght ~diea, deep according to size
o! Jmb.
dd vinegar as above to
th ,,01 t;Aken out and also to the
bottom of the hole as long as it
shofl lk1,li.. I then add a cu~ of
14I

-

. -· -

-

'*

*

"TREATED IN THIS Wk.Y THE
Regal lilies have been entirely
hardy with me and have shown a

wonderful increase in both the
number of stalks· and number of
blossoms to each stem while other
bulbs .p lanted in same bed the
same time without :vinegar gave at
most .only one bloom the first year
and were dead· the second ye~r. And
those that had only a little vinegar
added gave. but a single bloom to
a ·single stalk and have continued
to give but the single stem and
bloom: ,ever since. I found that the
addition of a small amount of vinegar about .the roots of hardy
Phlox that were rusty and yellow
looking. at once took on a better
color and some that were treated
in early spring grew three times
as tall as the untreated ones and
had splendid large clusters of flowers.

* * *

"TRAILING ARBUTUS, AND
Wahoo that refused to stay with
me 'before 1 · used vinegar to counteract the alkali are now doing
splendidly. Even the water in
. which beets are cooked if set a~;ide
to ferment will make vinegar
strong enough for this purpose.
The . soil under oak trees is rarely
ever alkali so most of these plants
·may be grown without 'the use of
the vinegar. But for those who
have had trouble .in growing these
plants it would be well to try the
vinegar. I have bad letters from
some · parties that I told about using . the vinegar saying that they
too had had fine Regal lily blooms
since using the vinegar although
they had none before."

* *

* MAKES
MR~ HEATH ALSO
this contribution to pofcupine
pore, anent a discussion of those
animals which appeared recently in
this column:

*

* READ YOUR
"HAVING *
JUST
'Comments on Porcupines' · I will
gtu our findings in the porcupines
case as we ca:ptured the only one
ever seen in this locality about ten
~ears ago and kept it as a pet for
a.Jmoat a year. We found the idea
that they can shoot ~h~~r . quills

almost . ,u niversal. Ancl lt 111
hard · to understand how the
originated. The porcupine hail
stout thick tail well a1:D1ed Wltb
the cruel quills and they slai,
their tail with such lightning... i
rapidity and such neat prec~
that it is almost impossible for th:e
eye to see it. It struck my daughter (Mrs. ·Pearl Frazer), when we
ere trying to get it in the sum•
mer house where we kept it cop.. fined and left quite a number of its
quills sticking in he~ fingers as
souvenirs. It also left a mouthful
of the quills with one of our dogs
that got too near. We had ·both
dogs a11:d cats at that time and I
am sure that if · it had possessed
the power of shooting Its qullls
· that they would have felt them on
numerous occasions. It is possible
that if a quill was loose that 'Whell
they give this quick jerk with the
tall that it' would be thrown some
little distance and in this way the
idea .could easily have originated.
They seerned to realize that their
quills were not to be wasted and ·in
all the months that we kept it only
once did it strike except when we
. were housing it. That time it left
a fine lot . of quills· sticking up in
the floor of its cage. When it was
annoyed it would take on a very
suggestive attitude and twitch its
tail as much as to say, now you
just come a bit closer if you dare.

*

1

*

* TAME AND
"I'l' GOT REAL
would come to the wire and take
food from our hands and sit on its
haunches and talk porcupine to us
but none of us ever got into the
habit of stroking its fur. U
scorned the nice warm box nest we
fixed for it and · would sit on its
perch in the coldest weather. When
spring came it got uneasy and
whined to get out so we turned it
loose and never saw or heard of it
again. In spite of our watchfulo.esa R_eoJZll ~nd.. •tr~114t1 dogs

would sometimes tease it and I am
sure ·that if it had had the power
· to shoot its quills they would have
felt their sting.u
-W. P. DAVIES.

*

·That Reminds
· Me--- W. P. D.
LAST YEAR I · H,A.D ~OME I~-

teresting letters· from Dr. J .. G.
Ameberg, who. was then touring
the Old World, and whose observations on ways of
living in. Greece,
At1-stria, E g y p t
and . the Scandi·
navian countries
gave pleasure to
many readers of
this eolummn. Dr.

''BUT
HE PEOPLE WH
have settled here in California, an
especially in ..southern California
sure do advertise their state an
its products. - I do · wish we peopl
in the middle west would take
lesson from them and perhaps w
coulcl learn to carry on as enthusi
as tic propaganda· for our commun
ties and the products we raise.
"The ·fruit and · vegetable grow
ers of California are now and hav
been for years . spreading prop
ganda by newspapers, by the radi
and even from the pulpits of thei
churches!

* * *

"AFTER YOU' HAVE REA
and listened for weeks and month
to stories about the wonderful vit
mins in the ·California fruits an
vegetables you Just begin to won
der if perhaps they have not
mortg ge on these wonderful vita
mins, and how people in othe
parts of th:i• little .w orld . who ar
ot necessity deprived. of these . won
derful . fruits and vegetables hav
ever been able to grow up and r~
main alive. · But history reveals
that men and women did 11\'e and
grow to be quite sturdy and robust
long before California was discovered,

Arneberg h~s
spent the past
winter in Cali-·
fornia, and now
he· favors me ·with
"I. HAVE LISTENED TO .. :JtAa letter from that
. dlo talks in which people were told
s t a t e, ·a c c o mthat men, womeri and chlldr~n. did
panied by several
not eed cereals, milk or butterp hot o graphs of
that these were not wholesome
l)avfes
. the Luther Bur- I things to eat. Fruits and vegetank bome, and of some · of the
ble$ were all that were necessary.
laJ\t d~velopments which Burbank
Will the wheat and dairy farmer
famous.
Dr. Arneberg
challenge that?
''Since this is the advertising age,
including
band-wagOl\ parades and
*
IT IS INTERESTING TO
Henry's
horseless
carriage, I sugot that in the last twenty-five
gest
that
the
wheat,
cotton, wool
yea s, while man in Europe ~nd
and
dairy
farmers
·
of
· the Missisorth America has been . moving
sippi
valley
start
a 'noisy and
eouthward, maybe the enjoyment
snappy' advertising parade of their
~f so many conveniences and lux•
own before the people of the Unit~
t s has made him soft, and pered
States stop ·eating wheat, drink~
pa
dreads the snow and cold
ing
milk and wearing wool and cot..
o the orth.
ton But t e farmer should be the
first to eat and wear hi own prod. "I· HOPE, AND I FEEL QUITE
ucts."
sure of this, that in time he will
realize his mistake and again move
* *SAID; DOCTOR.
VERY WELL
northward~ The -white man from
There was a time t th history
e i,orth .will not be able to mainof the Northwest when local prod·
n bis physical energy and men- ucts
were conftned to the cattle of
intelllgence under a tropical'
the western .ranges and th wbeat
• The heat and monotony wil
of the Red river valley. Th range
e use hts degeneration. Florida
chuck-wagon, if it were well sup·
d southern California · have not
plied,
carried canned milk, and no
been settled long enough to demonoti.er kind. No cowboy, alth011.1'b
strate this. Time will tell tho
m
h rd hundreds ot cattle,
k e
ything about milking a
co , a d any range cow wou d
h• e 1
n insult to be mil
pt by her own oftspring.
t farmers-those of the:

* * *

* *

* * *

*

1

I

itnported their mtl.WMIOl!rl
r eggs and their veg

ALL oF -THAT HAs BE
We produce as ftne mill(
change d .
d ed anv...
d butter as are pro uc
"
::1here in the world. We leav the
citrus fruits to our southern n . . -~•
bors and they produce some c ~
tuft in these departments, b
:mall ftuits and vegetables, they
can't hold a candle to us. Not
do our flowers satisfy the eye tlsfy
their rich coloring, but they s~ere
the nose with their perfume. bloom
is more fragrance in th\ sh in
on a roadside wild rc,se u
N 0 rth Dakota. than one can find
•
onth's travel in souther
in a m
California or Florida. And the
qualitte·s of so~l and climate that
t fragrance into our flowers pµ
fla,.vor of real individuality into
vegetables. If
11 fruits and hi
our
smadoubts
a real
anyone
it, let m. '"~
~#.
Red river valley baked potato .or
s
North Dakota grown
:s;;:gus-which reminds me to
go out and cut somep. T'\AVIES~

:f~

r:e

of

w.

.

aJ.J

I

tical Jl,urse, who hastily conve
the hotel into an emergency h spf...
tat. At one time this tempo ary
· helter housed about 50 patients.
OJ.te of .the last, if. · not 'the last,·
afflicted with this ·malign·a nt type
of typhoid was Mrs. Ward herself,
who fi':nally succumbed to _the dis- .
ease in the early part ·of the sum- mer of 1894."
· ·

*
THANKS *
ARE*TENDERED
TO

T,hatReminds
Me--W-P.D.
MY APPEAL FOR INFORMAtion about th;! old Arlington-Park
hotel has Lrought tesults and ll~s
· saved me the trouble, of digging
through old . fl)es. Mrs. A. J. Tagley writeJ: .
"I . HAVE BEEN LOOKtNG
through the Silver Anniversary
edition of 'I' h e
Herald, a n d I
! i n d t h a t. 1.he
Northwestern hotel was built in
1873 by the Hudson Bay com..
pany.. Its first
location was on
the ·c o .r n e r of
Third street and
DeMers ·avenue,
where the Dacot at
PharmA cy
now
stands.
Then, Mr. Tag:..
" .:, tells me, in
the
spring
of
, the year he came ·to Grand
orltl, tbe building was moved to
ewhere near wher the Northt:'Mffic railway station no~
a,di. Later it ·was moved to
1:lth street and joined to the Park
h~l. the ... .,mbined building being
kno,m. as · the Arlington-Park.
Later the .. _,,ark" was dropped and
the hotel has been known as the
Arlington.
0
. The S~lver ann!versary number
of The Herald, from .which some
of · this · formation was obtained, ·
}'ttt.n published Jqne 26, 1904."

'* * *

DR. J. E. ENGSTAD .ALSO
oonttlbutes a i item relating to the
· history of the hotel in the following note:

·* . * *

"DURING THE FALL OF 1893
early part of 1894 'the Arlington~:Park was vacant. . At the
heig t of the typhoid · epidemic it
M'U rented b~ Mrs. Ward, a pracU

both .correspondents-. There must
be . several .people in the city: who .
remember the old Northwestern in
its original loc::d:ton, and who recall incidents of its early history
and the people who frequented it.
Any information of this .'· nature
will be welcomed, and 1; ani . sure
it wiU be read with interest by
those who like to· glance back into
the history of the early ' days . .

* *: *

I THINK DR. ENGSTAD HAS
unconscioU$1Y used the · name "Ar...
lington-'Park" when he intenaed to
refer to tb.e "Park" hotel, My
recolltction is that · .the A:wt,ltngtpn
-the, -oid Northwestern~was not
,.moved to ·the Fifth street site unttl
seve,:-aI · years after the fever
1denuc.

*

'

.I REMEMBER
* * THE OLD HOtel as the· Windsor, and on .QCCa.sional visits to Grand For~s -in the
eigJltles· · I' took meals there. On
one such ·.occasion I was accompa~ied by ·a German friend who
read ·German, spoke broken English, but could read no Engli~h.
The young lady who wait~d on our
table approached to . lake our or, ders, and lfanded . Fritz a menu
card made by a. duplicating process
then common. Fritz took ·the card,
examined it · attelttively, and handed it back · with · a wave of .his
hand, saying "Yust bring me some
good wholesome food." 'I'hat. has
always seemed to me ;the ide~J way
to order a dinner.
• >IC

•

*

MRS. TAGLEY REFERS TO
the Silver anniversary number of
The Hera.Id. . The particular issue
to which sbe refers is a m3igazine
which accompanied the twentyfifth anniversary number of. the
,· paper · and· formed part·. of that
da.y~s. output. ·I have some very
distinct recollections of that magazine, for it was a part of my job to
see that it. was got out· on tlJl'\e.
Mr. TagJey set a. good deal of the
type 01{ 'it. Much of the material
in the magazine was compiled by
w. L. Dudley, as industrious and
affable a chap as ever lived, but
whg h•d llttle conception of the
flight of. time. The publication
contains historical material which
It would be.· difficult to replace.
now,
n . the confusion of remoleliJtg editorial r<;>oms a. ·few
years ago the one copy of this

magazine which ~he ~ .e rald
on file . disappeared, and my per-sonal copy ~lso turn~d up ml
ing. Very often . I wish to refe
to .it. If anyone has a copy that
·he wish:es to trade for a 901lar bllt
. I will be glad to roake the . a.•
change. And if I ever get hold of
another copy I shall lock it up.

..

* ·* '*

.

I HAVE JUST THOUGHT 0:f' A
yar'n which will complete this installment. . A p~isoner . w~o was
undoubtedlYi guilt:V, -~ and whose
counsel
it, had . been tried.
·T he evidence against . him. was conclusive.
The prisoner's counsel
had tried unavailingly to shake it
.or lessen ,' its force. Counsel had
made their pleas, and the jury had
been charged and retir~d. 1:he
lawyer said to his client, "Jim, I v_e .
done my very best . for you. All I
·can see now is for. you ~~, pray for
miscar,iage of . Justice.
·
W. p. DAVIES.

knew .

a

to take it out 'in whatever i3 f e
femin!n~ substitute for cussing.
Women: a,re greatly handicapp'ed

that way.

* * *

I DON'T ~
•
•
,
alto th
WANT THIS TO
M q~~te er ·\ wail. My tulipa bloo ...
tion Tl ear Y because of their poaf..
b . 1ey nre very ordinary tultps

c~~!~cy ~ade a ga,y showing 'of
Th
ll, pink, yellow and orchid
what similar exper\ence. ·Where I fro':
l~ss than twenty tettJ
live all the dogs go to school every child
sidewalk, where school
morning. T think they .. have a Th rem pass several times a day
sort of parent-teachers' association Uk: t~~~~gs.te~s have seemed t~
of th:eir own. Each morning they and .
oweis. They would etand
accompany the boys and girls of and t!~:e a at• them, point to them
their respective f am.mes to . 8 c;hool, of them h~u; theM.. But not one
and for an hour or two they -play· could h ,
een touched. They
games on the schoot lot ii'fld around ily in aar bee~ stripped l'{uite eas- .
the neighborhood. They , are of all ! their beau1w ~mutes, and then all
siZt!S, colors and ance3try. They As it is
wo:ld have ~een gone.
are a playful . lot, full ot .fun and tfnuous ,PIM Y ave furnished cond woid of malice. It ts ·inter~sling owner., but t~ur~e
only to th~ir
to watch. them., but t~e pleasure is pass by,
ttle people who
dimmed 1f one happ·e ns to have a
W. P. OAVIES.
garden. I · intend, if all goes ·. well,
to.- have some flowers in beds close f--~--'.=-=====;:::!~=~=:...__,..,...,..~~_IJ
to tI-!e house. ·The soil .is fine and
mell~w, just right for . rtiny, seeds
&1'd seedlin;g plants. Also, ttie dog1
have disd~vered· that it is good
sc~atching' ground. They have dur
great holes· in it,_ and ·. it there
had b.een any;thing growing· there
it would have been , uprooted. It
I am to have any flow era there
EVERYONE .WHO 'rRIES TO
do a little gardening·. has a some-

That
Reminds
Me--- W. P. D.,

I

uie

r

A FttIEND . Of' MINE ASKS ME ~
to "write another article about
dogs." She :recalls something that .
I wrote last.Y~ar
a.bout dogs :run..
ning at large,
and she thinks
that a repetition, or re-emphasis, or someth 'in g of that
sort may be
helpful now. My
f r i e n d d o e s·
quite a bit of
I mus pretect the beds with inh o m e :gardeneonverUent .a d unsightly obstacles.,
ing. She raises
to keep the 4018 oft. I shall probq u a. n t i ties of
. ably ~afta.ge to grow some plant,,
vegetables, andt
but its coing to be an · uphlll job.
when the fates
By their unsanitary practices tM
a r c k i n d, her
do
havt also ruirted the lower
grounds a.re gay during the sumb a.n.chea of sotne little evergreens
r with many-c.o lored flowers.
of which I think qutte highly:.
4' dogs of the neighborhood, however, do n.ot seem to appreciate
WHY SHOULD ·*
A DOG BE
effort further than to use the
turned
loolJe
and
not
a cow? Irt
ly .pulverized soil of h~r garcertain
circumstances
the dog is
d
for scratching purposes. And
the
more
destructive.
I
like dogs
they do .make the · dirt fly!
-some
of
them.
But
don't
wa.nt
fa.ct that the ground · has been
any
dog
turned
loose
in
my
garden,
)
ttewly planted does not interfere
and
in
this
r~spect
I
have as great
at all with the exercise of the dogs.
an objection to the pedigreed dog
Last spring, at one time; rows of
as to hie plebeian cousin. The arts.;
young plants were , getting a ·fln.e
tocratlc dog can and ·wm scratch
start , when, within · a few hours
just A~ ha.rd as the other kind. , ·
eyerything was destroyed. The
*
gtound. had · to be replant~d and
I AM A FAIRLY PA~IEN.T
there was a loss of several weeks.
persqn, but there Is one statement
wnich I have hea.rd often which
*
*
*
\VH~ DOESN'T SHE HAVE
arouses in me violtnt wrath. It
her lc;,t fen~ed '? • some one may as}{.
runs like this: "If my dog injures
She has. She· h~s the entire proanybody a.II that person has to do
perty surrounded by a fence that
is t tell me about it and I'll pay
would be ~.bsolute proof against
for all the damage he hi.s done."
hoFses, cows and hogs. It .wlll not
Pay! How can on~ pay for & flower
turn dogs.
The big ones leap
on which week! ot cate hu be~n
over it and the little ones slip
lavished? How can one pay for
in when the- gate is left open, as
that which has no value except for
it i occaalonally, ; and then there
its ~eauty? When one talks of pay1 t e ve17 michief to pay. She
inl for the intangibles which
QI; 't very well stand .guard over
brig ten lif a, although . tMy do not
e .l"emlses, so I supp
has
put Qney in one's purse there is
no answer save such as ta barred
by our statutes against homicid~
and
ult and battery.

* *

* *

11 ~ , _ , . . . _ . . - - - ~ - - ~ J -
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~ft

·it quite liberally as

opportunity

That was the oeginning of tne p
cession. During the remainder
the day and tne night forty, buU
VEJ.U,JtLLION . IS SITUATED
ings left their moorings, starti
at the junction of . the V_e rrnillion
out slowly and sedately like full
river . witb. the . MissQuri, and the
sailtl!d ships leaving port. Once
original town and , established on
loose from · their foundations they
bottom lands almost surrounded by
gathered speed and were jostled
steep blutt1. The· winter of 1880-81
had been a eevere one, with m.uch , , and bumped about by the hug,
snow. and when. the spring thaw . cakes' of ice. They did not last foqg
cam.e great ice gorges were form 7d· but with a· creaking and eplinterinr, were . dashed to pieces and
at various points alone th~ ):Its
..
strewed over the ice gorre. ·
sou rt. One of theae · formed j~st
below Vermillion, and tbe breaking
TO · MAKE CONDITIONS
of . go.r gea up-stream brought ~o~n
worse a. blizzard blew all that day,
water in· t .r ernendous quantities.
Th., town site :was covered many making it impo~sible to row a boat
against the :fierce, howling north·
feet d•ep, and · more than 100 buildwest wind. About . a dozen persons,
ings were swept down. stream. The
including a woman and - two chU..
following paragrapha are taken
dren, · slept· in the Bank block th
from the. nepublican's account of
ni$ht before and were cau ht · by
the flood:
the quick rise. Notwltb.standi
··wo:an CAME FROM UP THE the danger .o f ice, and. th~ blluatdy
rwind, · boats were sent ovtr during
river that sorge after gorge had
the· day from the bluffa to rescue
formed and that the river ·had rieen
hem. Som·e· of them were broutht
from · ten to twenty feet above
safely to the shore. The others
theD). The gorg-, at tM mouth of
iWere rescued the nezt day, :Friday.
the ·Jim river broke and water and
ice poured over th ten m. l& bot*
THE BL.lZZARD EVIDENTLY
tom above Vermillion, only to gor,e
su'bsided
the
next
day,
for effort
ag4ln near the ·1,1and below Verwas
made
to
salvage
some
of the
million. The anrry waters rose
wreckage strewed on the gorged
rapidly and ftlled the 8treets. Before all could escape to the bluff$ . ice. Plundering, as in every catastrophe, went on, and the account
the water on the north side of the
says no effort was niade to stop the
town. along the bluffs had risen to
plunderers. The water remaiJ\ed
the depth ·of three feet. The water
about the same for the next sk
had risen so rapidly that many of
days. The blizzard and cold weathe people did .not have time to
ther
had temporarily halted the
reach the bluff. In .t he darkness
melting snow and :flooding water.
q,nd witll the grinding of the ice
Those six days were spent in movan ominous note ir,. their e~rs, the
ing property from the residences ·
rescue work of those who h,ad not
that had escaped the flo_od. Every
e$caped began. Some, however, believed that the riee would , not . boat in the city wa.a bro.u ght into
use. Everyone that had any propamount to mueh and mer~ly moveci
erty in the doomed town was busto the upper story of their ·homes.
ily ·engaged in boating it to the
''BY MORNING THE WATE!i
shore, while hundreds gathered · on
bad · Bone down somewhat.. The
the bluffs and watched the· whirling, eddying waters.
west part of the town was ·still covered with three feet of water. Mcn*
Add . .that reminds
me*fr!day . . . . .
day afternoon the water the1·e rose
a. foot, but the east half of the
-: -~Y1 . ..THE f!IGH POINT 0~

aerve..

* * *

* * *

fllll LQO:O qJr' 18S2 SET ~HE
n.,.e.i-k for · high water in the :Red
. rlvtr valley up to that time, .so fa.,r
as there are definite and· authentic
·
·
r~cords. T h e r e
were rumors of
higher f 1 o o d
levels in earlier
years, ~ut, as
there had been
. no official zero
point established,

and

such

markings as
were made were
not officlal, there
is no way of determining
whether the reports were accurate or not.
For some years
to 1882 otficial records had
ept, -and the flood of that
JMJNIH aurpassed any recorded up
at time. The record of 1882
ainded unbroken until 1897,
• ._... the river reached the highlevel it is known to have touch-

.

***

IM SASTEitN SOUTH

.

DAKOTA
the
ord. flood waa in 1881, and,
am.onr other things it caused the

removal of the entire townsite .of
HHon. · I have on my desk a.
copy of the 71st anniversary number of Ut Vermilli_o n Republican,
published. by Lathrop & ·Townsley.
One ot t e partners J. B. Townsley
is a brother of Mrs. · H. E.
French. . Mr. Townsley - please
dcm.'t confuse it with Townleyvislte4 hete last summer~ and I ~b-

* * *

* *

***

*

town · was clear of water. The
water gained very slowly Tuesday
and Wednesday, but in the evening
of the latter day it rose rapidly and
Tb.ursday. morning the entire town:
was covered. The water continued
to rh1e that morning until it covtained trom him some mterest~ng ere,d the highest point of the town
In ,nation concerning the early to the .depth of three or four feet.
Jllstory ef his part of what was ·The ice in the river .began to move,
0 ee Dakota territory. The present
and by the middle of the morning
aMtiveraary number contains addi• the entire river was bobbing ice.
to
information, 1ome of which
.
*
b•t.r also on the history of North ·. "ACCORDING TO THE OLD
D
• I · shall probably dra--.......1...._ ~•accounts the buildings began to
move that s,~e morning. The first
to be washe.d away was Butler's
photosra,ph
gallery. It went to
nieces before it rea~hed the riv r.

* *

T~t~emind.s.
Me--- W. P. D.

·- 1'

THE FOt,µOWING LETTER
with apprecie.tive criticisms o
)lax.well Anderson's · new
play,
"Elizabeth the Queen," by Chicago
writers, has just
been received
from · William C.
Whitford of Chicago:
* * *
"I AM SENDing you the enc Io s e d clipping
with the thought
that they may be
of interest to you,
i n a s m u c h, i f
memory serves
me rigbtly, Max
An d e r s o n was
con11ected w i t h
Tbe Herald while

p y full of poetry and beauty, adW able in its technich~l construct n, vivid i.n its character portrayal, and its outcome inevitable.
It takes the unlvei·sal values of
lov-e, power, ambJtion and death,
a,r,.d fu es them into a work which
hu omething ot durabillty in it.

* *
''I AM A *
CONSISTENT
READer of your column.
item a t'ew
weeks ago on ·music prompts ·me
to write concerning my experience
as a symphony "goer" since com;ing to,Chicago six years ago. What
I have reference to is the astonishtn, memory of the · conductor of
the Chicago Civic orchestra, Frederic
tock. Time after- time I
;- ae
him conduct concerts
tWiUR~t a leaf ot music on his study
a rather typical program tha of the final concert of

An

l &iali.'Wlilli .

* AN
* D*E R S O N' S
the 40th season may be given:
MAXWELL
Overture, ••Le Carnaval Roplay, "Elizabeth the Queen,"· ~as
maine" • . . • • . • • • . . . • . . • Bulioz
been playing all this week at the
Symphony No. 1 C Minor Opus Lyceum theatre, Minneapolis, un68 . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • Brahms · der the auspices of the · Theatre
"Th:e · Waltz," a choreographic
Guild. Comment on the producpoem . . . . • . . .....•..••• • Ravel
tton has been very favorable. Mr.
Finale f r o m "Die GotterdamWhitford' s recollection of Maxwell
merung" · • • • • . . • . . . • • Wagner
Anderson as an occasio.nal meiri* * *
.
ber of The· Herald staff is correct.
''WITH THE "RIDE OF THE Twenty:..odd years ago he took care
Valkyries "Die Walkure'' by the of the university correspondei,.ce
same composer all of this program for us, and also did occasional va·
was conducted from memory cation work. Even then he 3howquite & feat, I should say.
ed decided talent for the literary
work which haa since· made him
"I TRACE MY ENJOYMENT famous. He became engaged to,
of great orchestral music to the and later married Miss Haskett,. a
time when, as a young· undergradu- ·fellow student, who,, brother John
ate at the University of North Da- edited telegraph copy for The Her0kota, I was fortunate enough to aid. · Mrs. Anderson died only
bear Emil Oberhoffer with the recently.
Minnea,p~lis Symphony. Th(?se rare
* *
occasions, and the work of ProI SENT OUT · A CALL THE
fessor Lampert, of Wesley colt'ege, other day for a copy of The Herin his Sunday afternoon concerts, ald's Silver Anniver~ary magazine,
and later w. w. Norton, gave me and I have just received a. copy
a little taste of what real music is. from Mrs. W. A. Hefron of Micht*
gan City, to whom I am sending
TO ME, TO LI S T E N TO A the promised dollar, with thanks
Beehoven ·Fifth Symphony, a Bach for her1 consideration and promptFurue, or a tone poem by Rich- ness.
Others who may have
ard Strau s is akin · in its · emo- thought of sending copies will
tional effects to seeing one of please refrain, as one copy · is
Shak·e speare's tragedies, · pr the enough, and I am out of dollats.
Grand Canyon from Point . Sublime ,
W. P. DAVIES.
on the North :River. It · is something that defies expression by ·a
material yardstick.

* * *

*

* *

* * *

"I . HOPE THAT THE CIT!·
zens of Grand Forks will c;ontinue
to support these musical under
takings, which sometime may .b
the way for some other youngster'
introduction to · some of life's rich
est experience~."
·

* * *

1

.

MR. WHITFORD'S LETTER IS

especially welcome just at this
time, because, entirely unsolicited,
it will serve. .to . remind Grand
Forks people of the opportunity
which they have, by attending the
concert py the Cossack chorus 1rext
Tuesday evening, not ·o nly to enjoy an evening of · exceptionalli
fine music, but to hel~ to establish on a sure foundation the work
that is being done by the Grll,,nd
Forks Community Music association. Mr. Whitford traces his
present interest in music to the
opportunities afforded him through
local enterprise to hear good mustc in his eal."ly and very impres-·
slonable years. He , ls b t one of
many whos · . lives · have been
broadened and enriched in like .
D1anner and- from · precisely the
same causes.
The Coµimunity
a oeiation s carrying this work
o
me.k g more pleasant the
way of ·the present. and building
fo
• greater happiness of other

ge

tton1.
~.....:......=..---~----~. . . . . . . .....----·~~·--~-"'-

gate. -r-io~nd i big black ~.......l'l!r'i
ing comfortably on the dining
room rug ··making nimself quite at
home. Somebody had thrown a
circular ·onto the porch, and, as us. ual, had l~ft the ,door open. The
dog had just walked in, making hi
quiet tour of ·1n~pection and selected a place to rest.

·*

*

I AM ALWAYS*COURTEOUS TO
strange dogs when they are near
·by. I gave this one my most affable air. I _wanted him to go, but
r did ·n ot like to . offend him. I assured ' him that he was a good dog,
which ·I hope was. the truth, but it
"YOUR ARTICLE ON DOGS ·i nterested him only mildly. ) He
regarded me, I thought, with some
is very good,'' writes a local citizen, suspicion, an just lay there, eye·" but it will not do anYi good. Peo- ing me. Again I spoke ·kindly to
ple
let their- dogs run loose do him, and this time he ·thumped his
O
t. care
anytlitng about · other tail on the floor. Cautiously I pat.
f O 1 k s' gardens,: ted him, which he seemed to enjoy.
flower beds .or Then I went to . the door and
evergreen trees. , ·whistled and invited him to "Come
It has been point- on." There w~ nothing doing. . .
ed out repeatedly
* · *
tbat .dogs , have
FOB A LONG TIME I TRIED
no more right to to coax that dog to the door. He
run at large than would follow m.e around th~ room
cows or other an- timidly, but· not in the direction of
imals, yet vte do the door. When I went in that di..
not seem to be rection he woui<l lie down. Somegetting anywhere thing had to be done, so I just got
in correcting this behind him and said,
firmly, ·
evil. ..Do we n.eed "We've bad enough of this foolisha. h l g h e r dog ness. Get out."
tax? Do we need
a special ordiI DON'T KNOW HOW MUCH
nance ~rohibiting language dogs understand, but this
do
~ large? Whatever we need one ~nderstood tones of voice. All
~lr his line, let's get it, Grand the _time while I had been coaxing
J!'oi1t.9 is away behind Fargo and praising and cajoling, he knew
Crookston and even smaller towm that I was insincere and felt that
in tlte regulation of this importan1 he c~uld continue to impose on my
D;l&tttf. Please keep on agitatint h?spitality. But when I adopte~ a
~ q)1estion and let us get som diffe:ent tone he detected the rmg
,,
'
·
of sincerity, and he was out of
res ts..
* *
doors in just no time at a:11. I felt
l HJ\D AN ADVENTURE WIT as chesty as Andy did when Amos
40 ;the other day. It was afte told the cook where to . get off.
··-·-.·· , The folks were away, an ;here's nothing like just telling
l• alone in the house, poundin em.
i ty~ewriter in the corner s IT'S c-r,ni,
apart for that purpose. I heari .
u4',I0(JS WHAT FROST
a sound as of someone enterin~ will and will not do. Some.times a
There was nothing further for few de~rees of frost will shrivel
mo~ent, and I thought the soun and blacken everytb:tng, and here
:a;nust have .been outside. Present! last week everything was f~ozen
th6re were other faint sounds, a solid at least twice, and much o.f
of •t>meone moving about. I pai the vegetation shows no effects
1t,tt~tlon. People are alwal' whatever. Peony shoots that were
()Oinfng and going. There at ~oi:e than a foot high, and thickly
stort and mail deliveries, metE budded were so brittle that they
~p, a d so on, and I just kept. o would have snapped with any at~
t my job. Presently it dawne tempt !3-t bending. Afterward they
me that I had been hearin were hmp, but now they are erect
t sounds quite regularly fc and vigorous, with all the leaves
ttm.e, and it was evident thi and buds apparently in good con..
,·1.........111,UJ-,··-•
e from within the hous di,_t__i.o. .~n-~·--~~-·~~--~
t:l~}t,m,oosrll:t
mhzht as well investl..

T,hat Reminds

. Me-~P.D.

*

* * *

*.

*

*

*

.

* * *

SOME OF THE LILACS HAV
been badly hurt, while others sh
no injury at all. In one short lil~
hedge running north and south
leaves and buds · toward the nortlt
end show no sign of having been
touched, while those toward the
south, which were much bette
sheltered, some of the leaves a:re
shriveled and the .buds seem as lf
they may have been. damaged. Undoubtedly the cool weather following the frost has prevented a g~eat
deal of damage, and .the cold rain
was the best thing tha~ could have
happened.

*

* IN* THE BARBER
TWO MEN
shop were ·discussing dogs and
gardens. Smith said that any dog
that tore up a garden ought to be •
shot. "I'd like to see the fellow
that would shoot a . dog of mine,"
said Jones. · "If your dog gets in
my garden," said Smith, he'll get
a dose of shot if I can hlt . Jtim."
"I can lick any man that shoots
my dog," said Jones. "Hey!" cried
the barber; "cut it out. If you fellows want to -fight, go out in the
alley. · Where's
your
garden,
Smith? You've always lived in a
flat ever since I ltnew you."
Sm.1th "admitted, rather spamefacedly, that he had· no .garden, at
present. "And what sort of a dog
is yours, .Jones? I never knew
you had ,one."
"Gosh!" said .tones, "I haven't
owned a dog in forty years, but it's
the principle of the thing."

I

(

That Reminds
. Me-W.P.D.

cattle that the government
sending to Ft. Seward to provide
food for the soldiers. The boy returned home but soon came back
to become a soldier at Ft. Seward,
the original site of Jamestown.
This was a natural thing for the
boy to do as his father and grandfather wel'e soldiers before him.
Mr. Smith . shows with justifiable
pride the government record of his
father in the Civil war. The senior
Smith fought through the entire
Civil war engaged in thirty-six of
the biggest battles and an account
la related in which hl!1 remarkable
courage was displayed. While in
the midst of a battle a bullet struck
him shattering his left clavlcal, but
unwaveringly he stuck to his station and while .his wound was being dressed continued to issue orders to his men.

A YEAR AGO, IN SEVERAL
articles In this column, I mentioned some of the experiences of Warren and Will Smith along the old
Fort Totten trail. Warren Smith
was the first mail
carrier over the
route between
Grand Forks and
Fort Totten, and
had assisted In
laying out the
route. For several
years Mr. Smith
has lived at Bottlneau, N. D., and
last month he and
Mrs. Smith celebrated their fiftleth wedding annlversary.
The
article in
the
Bottineau CourIng the celebration conmany references to incithe early history of the
easter section of the state that
the major portion of it is qUS>ted
herewith:
"Fifty years ago on April 12, Mr.
and Mre. Warren T. Smith of Bottlneau, two of the state's pioneers
so'lenmized their wedding vows in
U>e presence of Rev. Koffman at
Grand Forks. Last Sunday, with
their family and a. few old friends
and neighbors they celebrated at
their home the fiftieth anniversary
of this occasion.

"MR.

* * *
SMITH WAS

ONE OF
the very earliest of the North Dakot& pioneers coming to North Dakqta in 1872 while a mere lad in
his teens. He was born in Ypsi!anti, Michigan, in 1859 but directly
after the Civil war his father was
sent to Minnesota on a. government
commission and the family accompanied him there.

* * *

''WHEN THIRTEEN YEARS
e War~ had tha QJl80\7 11•

.~-~~~---'""II-----J4
"IN 1881, MR. SMITH MAR-1
rled Miss Phoebe Pierce, a Canadian girl who like her husband
knew the joys and discomforts of
pioneering, With her family she
had come two years before from
Lemmington, Ontl!,rio, to Grand
Fotks to stake a claim.

* * *

*

*

"YOUNG W A*R R E N SOLdiered at Fort Seward for several
years and some time later at Ft.
Totten. But In 1879 he left Ft.
Seward to drive the first stage between Grand Forks and Fort Totten and which was owned and operated by Senator R. N. Roach.
The round trip covered 220 miles,
It taking the driver two days to
make each half of the route. DurIng the summer, Mr. Smith drove
with horses but In the winter he
traveled with a sled and a train of
Eskimo huskies sent down from
Fort Gary. Winters used to be
"cold'' then, Mr. Smith says and to
keep from freezing he would jump
off his sled and run with his dogs,
always keeping a leather thong
tied to a ring In his belt and· to the
sled so that his dogs could never
get away from him. The trip was
a. lonely one, there being only a.n
occasional passenger as the primary purpose of the stage was to
carry the mall. When asked if his
life was endangered by Indians,
Mr. Smith chuckled and replied
that he never told much about his
experiences with them but he did
have some pretty narrow escapes.
He considered the gravest dangers
he faced were the storms that
swept . the unbroken expanse of
prairie. He never knew when he
would be caught miles away from
shelter and frozen to death, ·

* * *

"THE INDIANS FROM
over the Ft. Totten reservatlo
knew the stage driver and wer
very friendly to him. He learne
to speak their language and tell
many Interesting stories of thing
they did. Dra.winlf from a leathe
ils
ey res e
or ·a
period of five years. In the 90's
they came to Dunseith and later
to Bottineau.
*. FIRST GLIMPSE
"MR. SMITH'S
of Bottineau was In 1882 when he
drove a distracted mlnlste,r, a Mr.
Kinnely, to this county. Mr. Kinnely had heard that an Indian outbreak was threatened and he
wanted to reach his family who
were homesteading near Bottineau.
The two men stopped over at the
homes of Alex and Arthur Stewart
who were settled near the town at
that time.

* *

* * *

"MR. SMITH JOINED THE
"THE SMITHS MADE THEIR
first home at Lariinore where they first North Dakota National Guard
took care of one of the Elk Valley n 1894 becoming a first lieutenant.
farms. From there they moved to H• was a c~ack . shot, holding a
Conway and not long after to Dev-

pouch a perfectly shaped fll
irowhead, he explained that it w
made In this wise: a. piece of flln
was heated red hot. Then the de
signer dipped a pointed stick I
cold· water and with this touche
the flint. Each time the stlc
came in contact with the flint,
chip would break off and finall
!With much labor the. flint would b
•shaped bit by bit Into the. desire
;Proportions.

* * *

"BUF]i'ALOES WERE ST
oaming the prairies at that tlm
nd Mr. Smith says that he eve
bagged some. These animals wer
a. valuable source of food and Mr
Smith's version of how pemmican
dried buffalo meat, was prepare
Is slightly different from the sto
commonly related in histories. H
says the animals were skinned an
cut up and all parts of the meat
sometimes Including the bra!
would be thrown In, along with th
bones and marrow Into a large iro
kettle and heated. When cooke
sufficiently, a hole was dug in the
ground and the skin fitted into it.
Next the bolling mass would be
poured Into the pouch formed
the hide, and the edges of the hide
drawn together to form a ball and
sewed with the sinews of the animal. This ball was then drawn out
of the hole and left in the sun to
dry, It being rolled constantly to
insure uniform drying throughout.
In time the meat was ready, the
ball opened and the desired amount
of pemmican l!liced off and salted.
The narr~tor said this was a.n excellent food to take along when he
drove over his stage route because
a. little of it went a. long way. The
meat was in a. highly concentrated
form and was effective on the same
principle as dried apples.
Dried
11.pples swell when put into waterikewlae pemmican would increase
, n volume when water was a.dde
only in · the case of the meat th
a11er would be added after ea.tin
nstead of before.
·s1tarpshoote
dal for eight
years· against the regiment. He can
also display a sharpshooter medal
won when he was a boy at Fort
Seward. A badge that he has that
is of interest Is one which he received In 1900 when he took the
tlrst. government census of the
Turtle. Mt, Reservation.

* * *

•.AFTER COMING TO DUNseith, the Smiths farmed most of
the time near there and in Bottineau county. They did not move
to the town of Bottineau until
about ten years ago.

* * *

THEIR. UNION HAS BEEN
blessed with twelve children, six ~f
whom are living: Mrs. Andrew
Orchad, Devils Lake; Clifford, Boltineau;
Winthrop,
Dunseith;
Phoebe and Hazel, Bottineau, and
Mrs. Mike Christ, Chicago, Ill. A
son, Elwood, a World war veteran,
died last July. Mr. and Mrs, Smith
have 19 grandchildren."
-W. P. DAVIES,

-~~--~----

T,hat Reminds
Me-W.P.D.

"WUN THIRTEEN YEARS
of a,e, Warren had ·the opportunity to help drive a herd of b•f
cattle that the govemment wu
aendtns to J't, Seward to provide
food for the aoldiers. The boy re: turned home but •oon came back
to become &- ao14ter at Ft.- S.Ward,
the ori;tn&l 1ite of Jamestown.
This wa1 a natural thing for the
boy to do as hie father and grand•
, father were soldiers before him.
Mr. Smith shows with justifiable
pride the government record of his
father in th1 Civil war. The aenlor
Smith fought through the entire
Civil war engaged In thirty-six of
the biggest battles and an account
~ related In which his remarkable
courage was displayed. While in
the midst of a battle a bullet struck
him shattering hill left clavlcal, but
unwaveringly he ,tuck to bla ,tatlon and while bis wound waa being dressed continued to l11ue orders to hia men.

A YEAR AGO, IN SEVERAL
articles in this column, I mentioned aome of the experiencea of Warren and Will Smlth·along the old
Fort Totten trail. Warren Smith
was the first mall
carrier over the
route between
Grand Fork11 and
Fort Totten, and
bad a1sl1ted in
laying out' the
route. For 1everal
years Mr. Smith
bas lived at Bottineau, N. D., and
last month be and
Mrs. Smith celebrated their fiftieth wedding annlvereary. The
article in
the
.DaYl4III
Bottineau Courant following the celebration contallUI IIO many referencea to incidfflt, ID the early history of the
..,t,rn aectlon of the state that
Use major portion of it is -uoted
hertwitb:
":fifty year, ago on April 12, Mr.
aa4 Kn, Warren T. Smith of Bottineau, two of tbe state's pioneers
so1-alzed their weddlnr vows tn
tlM preuoce of Rev. Koffman at
Gnind l'ork1, La.at Sunday, with
their family and a few old .friends
aod nelshbors they celebrated at
their home the fiftieth annlvenary
ol thla ocbaaion.

* *WAS*
SMITH

"KR,
ONE OF
the very earlleat of the North Dakota pl~eera comlnr to North Dakot& in 1&T2 while a mere lad in
bt1 teen,. He wa.1 born in Ypsli..att, Michigan, In 18ti9 but cUrectly
the Civil war hie father was
eent te Mtnoeaota on a government
co~loD ..., the family accom•
pa.died b1m there.

ar•

*
"IN 1881, MR. SMITH MAR·
rled Ml111 Phoebe Pierce, a Canadian girl who like her husband
-new t)ie · joy1 and discomforts of
pioneertnr, With her family llhe
had come two years before from
Lemmlngton, Ontario, to Grand
Forks to ,take a claim,

* * *

"THE SMITHS MADE THEIR
ftnt home at Larimore where they
took care of one of the Elk Valley
farms. From there they moved to
Conway and not long after to Devils t.ake where they resided for &

* * *

"YOUNG W A R R E N SOLdiered at Fort Seward for 1everal
years and some time later at Ft.
Totten. But In 18T9 he left Ft.
Seward to drive the flra~ stage between Grand 1"orks and Fort Totten and which waa owned and operated by Senator R. N. Roach.
The round trip covered 220 miles,
It taking the driver two days to
make each ·half of the route. DurIng the summer, Mr. Smith drove
with horses but In the winter he
traveled with a sled and a train of
Eskimo hu1kles sent down from
Fort Gary. Winters U1ed to be
"cold" then, Mr. Smith 1ay1 and to
keep from freeziDC he would jump
off his sled and run with his dogs,
always keeping a leather thong
tied to a ring In bl• belt and to the
sled ISO that hl1 doga could never
get away from him. The trip was
a. lonely one, there being only an
occaalonal :siaaaenger as the primary purpoee of the etage was to
carry the mall. When a1ked if his
life was endangered by Indians,
Mr. Smith chuckled and replied
that he never told much about bis
experiences with them but he did
have some pretty narrow escapes.
He considered the gravest dangers
be faced were the 1torm1 that
swept the unbroken expanse of
prail'ie. He never knew when he
would be caught Qllles away from
shelter and frosen to death.

• • *

"THE INDIANS FROM .ALL
over the Ft. Totten reservation
knew the sta_(L, driver and were
per
o
ve year,. _In t e
's
they came to Dunaelth and later
o Bottineau.

* *

* FIRST GLIMPSE
"MR. SMITH'S
or Bottineau was in 1882 when he
drtwe a dl~tracted mtnt,ter, a Mr.
Ktn-.ly, to tbta county. Mr. Klnnely had he•rd that an Jndlan outbreak wu threatened and he
waated to reach his family who
bomHteadlng near Bottineau.
1ia• two men 1topptd ever at the
hom• of Alu and Arthur Stewart
wbo were aettled near the town at
that time.

••re

• * *

",l(lt, SMITH JOINEP THE
t North Dakota National Guard
n 11H becoming a flret lieutenant.
• wu a ere.ck shot, holding a
harp~ooter's medal for eight
• asatn,t the regiment. He can
18o dili,lay a 1harpshooter medal

very friendly to him. H;e le
to speak their language and tells
many interesting stor1u of thlnp
they did. Drawing from a leather
pouch a perfectly 1haped fllDt arrowhead, he explained that It was
made in this wise: a piece of flint
was heated red hot. Then the designer dipped a pointed 1tlck In
cold water and with this touched
the flint. Each time the ,tick
came in contact with the flint, a
chip would break otf and finally
with much labor the flint would be
shaped bit by bit into the desired
proportton1.

* •

* WE:RE BTn.L
"BUFFALOES
roaming the prairies at that time
and Mr. Smith eays that be even
bagged some. Theee anlmat, were
a valuable source of food and Mr.
Smith'• version of bow p e ~ .
dried buffalo meat, was prepared
ls slightly different from the ,tory
commonly related In htstoriea. He
says the animals were eklnned and
cut up and all part, of the meat,
1ometlme1 including the brain
would be thrown In, along with the
bonea and marrow Into a large iron
kettle and heated, When cooked
sufficiently, a hole was dug In the
ground and the skin fitted into It.
Nut the bolling mu, would be
poured Into the pouch formed b
the hide, and the edges of the hid
drawn together to form a ball an
sewed with the 1lnew1 of the ani
mal. This ball was then drawn ou
of the hole and left In the 1un t
dry, It being rolled constantly t
insure uniform drying throughou
In time the meat was ready, th
ball opened and the desired amoun
of pemmican 11lced otf •nd ealte
The narrator said this was an
cellent food te take along when h
drove over bll 1tare route becaps
a little of It went a long way. Th
meat was in a highly concentr11,te
form and wu effective on the sam
principle as dried apples.
Drle
apples swell when put Into wate
likewise pemmican would increu
in volume when water was added
only In the case of the meat th
water would be added after eattn
instead of before.
won wllen e was a boy at ~ort
Seward. A baC,ge that he h•s that
11 of Interest Is one which he received In 1900 when he took the
first government censua of the
Turtle Mt. Reservation.

* *

"AFTER *COMING TO I>UN·
seith, the Smiths farmed moat of
the time near there and In Bottineau county. They did not move
to the town of Bottineau until
about ten years ago.

* * *

THEIR UNION HAS BEEN
bleeaed with twelve children, 1lx of
whom are living: Mrs. Andrew
Orcba4, Devils Lake; Clifford, Bottineau;
Winthrop,
Dun1elth;
Phoebe and Hazel, Bottineau, and
Mr1. Mike Christ, Chicago, Ill. A
son, Elwood, a World war veteran,
dled last July. Mr. and Mrs. Smith
have 19 grandchildren."
-W. P. DAVIl!lS,

many ot_her small~r cities.~

w

.fitst shown in · Syraeu~e.' the rail-

to

·That
Reminds
Me-W.P.D.
·IN WRITING · A

Y.EAR AGO
about the ''petrified man," concerning wh'om, or wht~h,. there was a
mild sensation· throughout the
rthw~st thlr.ty years ago, I made
· ·
mention · of the
. . .. =:·:·::{ · Cardiff Giant, a

lliiil s;~i{~}at;:i

I

. road ran .special . t.r ains d84ly ·, ·
care 'for:~ the crowds. Dr~ Hall, the
state . geologist, and a number ·of
other scientists, endorsed the stone
gj~nt . as :'tpe real thing, and with·
these credentials, an income equiv-·
a en t to seven ~ per cent on three
:million dollars. ron,d i'n. Professor
o. ;·c. Marsh, ;of Yale . univei:sity,·
was a : lone dissenter in the ranks ·
.of .the. ·scientists, says this writer
in ':Vanity Fair,' and · 'bluntly. said
that the giant wa111 modem origin
and an obvious humbug.'

* * .• .....

· ."AFTER THE · ·GIANT HAD
." bro'Ugbt . in a fortune, it was
brought out that., Newell and h _is
prother-in-law ca~ed . tbe figure
·rrom ._limestone, ~: pr.oc~ss whi~h
took sever~! .YeaT·s of -spare · time,
buried it, an~, then brought:· it to ·
.light. I . th~ early · days· of the·. gl·
a~t, · Barnµm _trled to )?uy, the g~~ ·
.ant. for his New York museum, and
failing ' to do so, mad~ an imtta;uon
giant, ·which did · fairly well, tO: the·
,great rage of the promoters of the
original."

of :an earlier generaUon. Edmµnd
· 'fJ} · Pearson has been
?): ·digging into · the
history of
the '
BARNUM· · COULD BE .TRUST- .
· ·:,:"- f ,Cardiff giant, and
:•1::~- writes about the
e'd to make an imitation giant if .
he ceuld not buy the original: Ap.d ·.
: fake as fdllows in
· the imitaUon . -would· answer all ·
"Vanity F, air:"
''Seventy ye a rs
-practi~al pur~ses, . just ·: as his ·
ago a quiet, inof- \ whitewashed ~tephant served . as
well ~s ·the· genuine white elephant
·t ensive farm.er
Danes
·uving in Cardiff, I _which Forepaugh h.ad . lmported
N. Y., just south of Syracuse, an- · from Japan. -FQrepaugh's elephant,
I
11at1nced . to ·t~e world that a huge · I believe, was .the real th,ing.
have -forgotten by what ,mysterious
petrified stone giant, ten feet long,
devices the press &gents said Fore~ bten discovered on. his farm· in
paugh had tnan-~ged to obtain· post e co~rse of · digging .for . a· well.
--session ·of this' sacred. animal and
ne: s of this' wonder was pubto bring it from ·si'a.m, where it was
lfbed in· the newspapers througJ:ian object of veneration, but I think
c;, t the country. A gr~at controver~ . broke _out ~~ong savants .. it is conceded that ·the animal was
Clergymen found hlffl: confirming
on-e of the rare . "white" variety,
similar, at least, · to the sacred
passaJes in · :the »9ly Writ; President White- of Cornell ~niyersity ' beast of· Siam.
-rushed to the farm and evolved
*
fine ~heories of the . 'prehistoric
I SAW THE "WHITE" ELEmall.,' which he promptly aired · in
phant when it was on . exhibition,
the news~aper.s along with -the .othand was greatly disf ppointed. A
er controveries so common in that'
study :o f the posters had led me to
generation.
belie.V'e that the animal was . of
mammoth size and · dazzling. whiteness. Instead, . it was an under"MENWHILE, THE_ FARMER,
s.ized brute, and instead· of white it
Mr. W. M. ·Newell, pitched a tent
was a dirty light .- gray. · However,
ovir the ston~ giant, ·which reit was d_e co~ated :with gold lace and
clJned in a cramped position as
spa,irgles, which· .-helped some. ·B art ougli tbe -man had died in agony,
num did a better· job in whttening
and charged an. admission fee of
his elephant than ·nature did on the ·
.half a do11ar to view .this wonder.
genuine
But t)ie farm w~s q.uite a way· from
. • . • .* .
tlt& btl Cf lei, BO the stone mummy,
wetglib2.g J,000 i,ouncls started on a
~a.d:
lbtUon t~ur, taking in .
e'.# :Yor . Boston·. Albanyt ·_ and ·
.........:.:
::. .~::../[
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THJ;C ~ STQRl' HAS O F T
been' told or' Barnum's. trick to. ·-- ·-·-·
people from Joafing~too ·1ong in
museum. Over -one of the· do
looki1'g from. the inside, ne
painted the sign, 'To the it
Mariy visitors,. not knowing w
an exit ~was, and · wishing to see
one, passed through the door and
f oQnd· themselves on .the · street. If
theY'. had . not . finished tpeir inspection of Uie wonders they had ,.
to pay again to _gef.in .

• • •

· I WONDER IF · THERE ARE
a~y dime museums left. Chicago
one~ had a lot of them. They contained oddities. of many kinds, electrical devices, and trick arrangements wpich fooled the innocent
and prov~ke4 -.the la1:1ght r of by.·
standers. All o them feat red wax..
works, · which ;were ge~erally a
(ul. I re·e all one piece called 0 T~e
Dying Soldier,'': .which showed a
soldier dying on the battle fte 4.
By his side were his weeping wife
and children, who seemed to have
.got there just in the nick of time .
His manly bOSOJn was bare, tUld
it was a great gash frOQ).
ic
plood· flowed. ··The thing h
g
mechanism in it which cauSt!d
chest to rise and fall as in breath...
ing, giving an effect truly horrible.
That pie_c e was greatly admir&d
for the moral lesson which it: was
supposed .to teach.
.
·· --~---~'-"""·"'=W. P. DAVI~.

rter ~· or the . . celebration, b
gatherin,s and festivals were· held
·-all up and do:wn · th~ valley. Instead
~f ·the· tramp of armed · men bent
. on· de~truction there ~re ·now, heard
th~ sounds .o f ~' p~aeeful. industry
. e.nd greetings ex.changed .between
friends . as ; visitors . and 'local . resi-'
dent,s enjoy, one
nature's most
beautiful sights.

of
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, ,AN ORC.H AR,D . OF ANY KIND
in bloom is a -thing of be~uty: We
r~ad ·of, and many . of ~ur people
-have e·n joyed, :the :wonderful spectacles presented by . the · almond ·
SHENA.NDOH · VALLEY'S · groves of :· Ca1ifornla, the apple
ei&bth annual apple l>lossom festi•- blossoms of Washington, · and the
vii bas ,just: been held. ·~o most of frui.t bloom of many .ot'her sections
us, dc;>.ubtless, mention of the Shen-· where, each -spring;· nature seems
ando&h .valley carries ·. suggestions
to su~pass herself .iri. the .~reation .
of , ,. Civil
war of visions that delight .tl~e e:ye·.
days; of the time
* • *
when the fate of
I RECALL ONE ~
spc:a .SCENE
the Union hung in the Niagara peninsula. Near the
on the success .or westward. borde;r-_of that peninsula
failure : of · Lee's runll w::: contjnuation of the rocky
expedition into ·.e e;car~ment_ over -w.hich the .waters
Pennsylvania; of ,of Niagara plunge·· ·a few miles
his defeat at Get- .a.way. There is a precipitous drop
t y s b u r, g
just fr9m the high, rolling land of the
' across the Poto- w.~st , to ·the lower· ground .almost
mac from the at the level of Lake Ontario~ ThatShenandoah val- area, level and fertile, . is devoted
ley proper;
o:£ l~rgely to· f~uit raising, and. in my;
Sheridan's histor- time much of it was occupied by
ic ride from Win- . peach orchard·s . ...
·
chester to turn .
• • •
Da~ies.
·defeat into vieFROM .THE EDGE OF THE
tory; ·o f homes d~stroyed and farms cliffs, with stubbled, rocky formad.4:tvastated as the tide of battle Uons at one's feet, one . had a view
· surged · p and down the valley.
o_f miles of this orchard and vineyard couµtry, and when . tile ·p~ach
·IN THAT VALLEY SPEARS trees were .in bloom the· sight was
have almost liter!111Y,· been beaten I worth traveling many miles to see.
pruning · J10oks, for the valley \ Stretched before one 'Wa~ a great
now the scene of _a great apple- carpet · of pink interspersed with
growing industry which has been the green of pastures , and : thecarefully n~rtu~ed and developed greens an·d . ·browns of foliage and
t r several years. Neglect of or- I freshly cultivated earth, and in
chards almost ruin.e d what was- the background, miles away the
once a promising industry in New blue waters · of Lake Ontario. The
York, · but ·th~ Virginia. growers memory of such a picture· lasts
seem more nearly to have kept pace many years,
with tlfe times.
• ·• •
WE MISS THE FRUIT OB.THE . SllENANDOAH VALLEY chards in North Dakota, and pei;is said to present 8, most beautiful haps the absence . of the great
sight about this time, with the or· masses of . such . coloring as are
charda in. full bloom. The valley f~und · in many other places makes
is beautiful · at any . time of the the occasional spe9imens which we
·y.ear, with its · rolling ~surface and have all the more· attractive. Here
batckground of mountains. Clothed and there, sheltered by friendly
in the pink of apple bloom it must wind; breaks, are found fruit trees
bl! an ·entrancing sight. For sever- . in full bloom on farms. In the cital years :.the people · have invited ies and villages occasional crab
visitors to enjoy this }?eauty, and . ~pple ·or other apple trees in full
:ve arranged -speci~I celebrations . bloom, and later in full · fruitage,
·w& & the orchards -were in bloom.
·
.Tht:r year- Winchester ·w as th·e cen-:·

Me~W:P.D.
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* * *

* * *
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contradict the belief that fru c
not be grown in North Dakota..
*· • . *
MOST OF OUR NATURAL TI
ber belts, are, or have. been bor
dered with beautiful' spring colors.
The wild plum · blossoms furnish
a beautiful white setting. for the
expanding foliage just · beyond.
Tho:rne.pples present their masses
of glistening · white. Wild cherry
blossoms hang in delicate ' clusters,
and the dogw·ood and red and black
haws acid their touches of color.
There .is a. beauty . in our forest
growth which should be carefully
preservea.

• * •
UNFORTUNATELY, THE PLUM
thickets are disappearing. Hardy
-as the trees are, they cannot with•
stand the rough usage to whic
they have been subjected. In the
process of gat:b,ertng · the fruit
branches have . been torn. off and
whole trees have been broken and
killed. This destructiveness has
not been confined . to the fruiting
season. It begins · in the . spring,
when the trees are in bloom.
Branches full · of bloom are ruthlessly torn off~ and every spri\lg
one may see automobtles loaded
with plum blossoms, the loot of an
afternoon's outing.
•

*

*

A PLYM THICKET IN FULL
blbom is a thing of beaut.i, ·but a
branch from a plum. tree makes
about the -least satisfactory decoration that one can imagine.
The
plum blossoms appear in advance
of the foliage, and they last but
a short time~ A branch loaded
with bloom is apt to lose most of
its petals before it can be got
home; and no amount of soaking
will keep the flowers alive more
. than a few hours. With the ·delicate petals ·g one one has left merely a mass of · bar·e, thorny twigs.
The ravishing of the thicket has
done· nobody the slightest good,
and it has contributed to the de·
struction ot one of our bits of natural beautr.
- ·
·
·-w.· P . . DAVIES.

timoer, ouf little by little most· of
this had 'been removed in the
...
ing out of streets and the build
·?f homes·· and business property. It
wa.s learned that the remaining _
area · down to the river was to be '
stripped. . The 1.alld was to be used
for p.rdens and . the trees for firewood. . T~e prospect of having the
rjver bank opposite· the city strip...
ped ·bare was not attractive, and
the club's ·committee took steps to
prevent it.. Following negotiations
·with ·the then owner of the timber,
William Flynn-, ·where~y Mr. _Flynn
agr,ee~ to s·en to the· Commerdal
club all the trees for ·s ome distance
!):A.Y'S HERAl:,D CONTAIN- . ~rom the stream, enougllfo provld~nteresting description of the a screen of foliage during the ,sum:;.
:rrorks park system and of mer ·months. . The club, ·on reeom•cent develQpment under . ~~ndation ·.of the co~tnittee, ~ppr_0 ...
the super.vision of. pr!ated $100, the _agreed' price,· ·and
Max Kannowski, .th1~ sum was paid to Mr. ~lyn:n for·.
, superintendent of : ·.t);le trees which _now ,· serve· as a·
p arks • · M a n y
summer. setting for . th_e river .at
North Dakota tba~ p~mt. A bill of sate · conveycities have pu,~lic , mg, title to, the tr~e.s ·was t~ke1:1.
parks, managed ~
~Hffl
by regularly ere- r. , .a. ~ . CO~MITTE;E ADSO INated park com.. r' t~_reatet~: itself ;in the clear~ng up .of ··
missions·, and we. ~hat is now Central · Pa.rk, which
have become 80 was then a jungle tilled with weeds·
accustomed to the and uiitd;erbrush,. and w~ich '. the
· park sy.stem that ~otnmitt~e. was· permitted to u e for ,
it is · accepted ·as ~ec~s~onal 'gatbertrig~_; and, in a
one of the usual
. ay, fo~ park purposes. . The locaand o r d i n a r y tion · of ,t~ls property, and the pos...
things of 1 t f e. 8 !~0lty· th~t-; at any t~r:pe its ftne
There ls seldom ttmbe_r growth might be turned into
oc~e.si~ to wonder how· this thing cordwoo_d, ma4e it desirable . that
got started or to recall .a time the prope~ty be acquired by the c~ty
when there _wa:s nothing of the for park purposes as early as posort. !"et the public park system sibl~, b~.t there· was no · law under
in North '.Dakota ts of very recent which this could be done. There
developmezt;t.
w8:s no such thing as a park commission, and the city council · had
UST A LITTLE OVER A no.11uthbrity to appropriate money
quarter of' a century ago there ·w as for such a purpose.
1u, such thing in· North Dakota a~
a, municipal park or a park board
TH~ FORESTRY, COMMITTEE
oommtssion. The whole system · interested itself in the· subject, and
ad its "Origin in the Grand Forks early in 1~5 .Pr~pared in skeleton
omm.erclal. olub in ·the very early form. a plan to enable citie_s to ere- ·
ear, of this ·century. Among the' a_te. their 0 ":n park commissions,
oniinlttees of the cJub at that time wl~h appropriate powers. This plan
as one on forestry. _Its functions was put into for~ for sub~ission
ert not :very well deftned, but its .to th~ -_legislature by Geo~· A. Bangs,
gen~ral purpose was to promote the :who . w~s then city attorney, was
growth of trees and· aid to the ex- _a pprove~ by the Commercial club
t~t of its abillty in matters per- directors and was sent to the Grand ·
itlning to outdoor embellishment Forks delegation at Bismarck with
by means of shrubs, flowers, etc.
t~e -request that it be pa$sed it poss1ble. The session was ne·a rly 'oyer,
TUE FIRST REAL SERVICE but by means of energetic action
ormed .,by this committee was the bill was passed.
pnnectlon with the.preservation
ttie growing timber on the east
THAT BILL PROVIDE,D FOR
e of the rive~ just oposite Grarld the adoption of . the commission
FOi' s. .Alt· th~ land for some dis- plan by the -~ity council and the
tai\C& b•cki from . the river had app intrnent of five commissioners
~i'ifJOall been covered with bea~ by tbe council.. According to the
.. ter~ (?f tl:1:e bill the commission

7lhat
Reminds
Me-W.P.D.
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na'1el

*
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* *

*
THE COMMISSION
OBTAINED
an optjon on the Gates property,
comprising the greater part <>f
what is now Central park, for $3·,000 and undertook to issue bonds
by means of which to finance the
pur(}has.e. In -or~er to establish the
validity of the bonds and insure
tl!,eir sale a friendly· suit was insti·
t.~ted against the commission asking that the issuance of the . bonds
be prohibited on account of tne alleged unconstitutionauty of the
pa,.rk commission law. 'ro the great
d~sappointment of all eonce·rned,
the supreme court ruled tn•t tht
law was unconstitutional in that it
attempted to ' delegate taxing pow·
ers to an · appointive bedy. That
caused suspe~~ion of action until
a }'.lew law could b~ enacted, but I
see that I shall have to r,eserve ~the
rest of the story for an~ther ~·tia,y.
W. P. DAVlES: ·

~·~ ,
)YI~

l(J/

I

* * *

* * *

, ·

Hatt autnortty to 1eyy taxes,
u.,
bo.nds and acquire and mainfidn
property for park purpo~es. · . The
city council ,took the necessary. aer,
tion for the creation of a; commission· and appointed as commissioners Geo. B. Clifford, Joseph · Ke~nedy, M. J. Murphy, Stephen Col,lins and W. P. Davies.

,

·

* * *

Cu ~J~

-;/Ji

its centr.al location it was . a.esirea
to put this area in ·shape for .use ~s .
early as possible, and ' this was accordingly done. In many plac.e s
the trees stood too close together,
and· what were considered, the least
desiraole were removed. The surf ace was ·smoothe.d and •eeded and
walks and drives were laid out. ,A
small beginning
also made in
·the planting of ehrubbery. A band·
stand and rest room were added,
and the little park at once became
a popular place to visit.

was

That
Reminds
Me:-W.P.D.
' COUNT

Yorks 3>ark. system· yesterday with
he supreme court decision declark

lng unconstitutional the first par
commission 1 aw
on the ground
t , it attempted
tha
to delegate taxing
powers to an ap-

!;"~

pension of action
for two years. In ·
the meantime a
new bill w a s
framed to meet
the objections
which had been
raised against the
former one, and
thls was passed at
Davies
the next session
of tbe legislature. The terms of
the new law were substantially like

·t

. .ACQUISITION
*
THE
OF THE
Lincoln park property entailed
negotiations lasting a good many
months. Several years before the
park ~ommission was created th.~r~.
had been organized the city.a first
golf club. The links and ·little club
building were on University ave:u·
nue, and these were used for
or three seasons until the Town
and. <yountry club w6 organized,
absorbing · the old golf club. The
Town and Country club leased the
Freeman farm just south of the
city, built the present club house

two

and· laid out and fitted up the golf

links. As the park commisslo got
under way the le~se of the T wn
and Country chib ·was approaching
expiration, and the club was will.
Ing to dispose of its int~tests• . ·

* *WAS
* BOUGHT
THE LAND
from the owner, son of the original
homesteader, and the commission
bought from the '!'own and Country club its ouildings and equip- ·
ment. Further improvements were
made by the commission and the
golf course was made a municipal
course and was operated on that
basis for several years. The Freeman property extended only to a
point about 400 feet south of Thirteenth avenue. The area between
Thirteenth avenue and the Free·
man· line was acquired later, giving·this park an area of about 120
acres.

"1,oae of the earlier measure excep
that provision was made for an
elective eoq:imis1ion.
This was
a«opted by the city council and the
.,;me five commissioners were duly
elected.
George B. Clifford was
elected president of the board by
his fellow members, and he retained that position until he moved
from. the city some years later. He '
THE RIVERSIDE PARK PROP~
devoted himself to the work of the
erty, was purchased et111 -1ater. ··an·c1::
. commission with ·energy and enttie bathing pavllion there was
thusiasm, and the city is greatly
built. For sorrie. time the commislndebted to him for the interest
ldon. experimented with a project
which he took tn establishing a for ·a pool -·to be created by damreal park system.
·. ming up the lower end of· the nat~
~ ·Ural · d.e pressfon In front of the paTHE FIRST PURCHASE OF , vtllon and filling this earth basin
real property made by the board with water. The results were not
was the Gates property, to which satisfactory, however, and this
was later added the old Dobmeier plan :was later abandoned in favor
brewery property, the two now con- .of the construction of the ·concrete
atitutlng Central park. Because of pooL

* * *

* * *
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· I 4EFT OFF THE AC
ot the beginnings of the . Grand

~~1~t~':i:an:do
1

·
·

:

·

UNIVERSITY· . PARK IS TaE
only piece of park property ln .t he
city 011 which there is 110 natural
timber. The land originally belonged to William Budge, and the
twe~ty acres in .the park area had
.~een planted in · the very early
years with trees, mostly cotton-.
wood.a and ·~ox elders, set out' in
!ltralght _rows. The purchase · was.
made with the Idea. that: the trees
then standing would ' be of aome
service for a time, and that other
plantlrigs .ln more attractive form
could be started, most of the present trees ul~mately being.removed-.
Many' other things have . occupied
the attention of the board, but Mr.
Kannowskl tells me that- there is
still in mind the carrying out of
this plan.

* * * •

I

THE ~OARP WAS SUBJECTED
to some criticism by citizens ' who
objected to the expenditure of
~oney on so much: apparently use.
less land, : :yhile comparatively little was done to improve what had
already · been
purchased. The·
boarp's reply to this criticism was
·that it was trying · to provide the'
city with park area. for the next
100 years ·while the ·land ,was cheap
and before the timber had been remoied~ With en'o ugh land acquired·
th.e work ot improvement . could
proceed year oy year as the need
1developed and · as funds became
available.

.

* * *

GRAND FORKS WAS T
first city In - the state to operat
under the park commission law.
believe that Hillsboro was the ·nex~
to take such action. Presently
practically all the larger cities and:
many of the Bmaller ones bad f oil owed suit, and now nearly all hav'e
park commissions and have taken
some steps toward the creation - &f
park systems. The law has been
modified in several particulars, but
'its main. feature, that of permitting citiel!J. to , create park comm•ssions which, within certain prescribed limits, shall be indepep.dent
of other municipal bodies, remains
unchanged.
i>"' DAVIE&

~w• .

That Reminds

er finery which might have been
their mothers', and in which some :·
of their mot.hers' friends ·were· ·a rrayed fifty years ago. A ' mere man .
is -not competent to describe sucll·
costumes. but I have no doubt they
were considered very attractive .in
their time. They are not all ·of exactly the same period, either, for
several· distinct types of architecture are shown. The young ladies
in the picture wore them as . grace- t
fully as they· could hav·e· been worn t
by their- original owners.
· ·s

* * *

Me~W.P.D.

ON ONE , PAGE IS A PICTURE tf
-of P. H. Lehman, for many years, e
principal of the· High school,·- w~th
I H.AVE JUST BEEN LOOKING a trowel in his hand. The text l'
over, with m,uch interest, the cur- informs us that 'the· trowel . is 'the
rent issue· of· the Centralian, the one which was used in laying the e
corner ·s tone of ,the original Cen- d
stud t publication· of the Gr~nd tral building • It has ·been .the cu!3- r
Forks High school. The present ' tom, it appears, to haye this trowel e
n~~ber is unus- .kept in the custody of the Senior a
ually interesting ·class, and to have it ·p ass.ed on· each C
because it is is- year from class to class. Last year,
sued in celebra.. for some unknown reason, this was t
tion of. the fiftieth ·not done. Far be it from . me to
anniver s a r y of arouse suspicion . recklessly, but
duty is duty, and I feel that I must
the establishme~ t
ot · the Independ- remind th~ High school people that ·
a trowel is· a. very handy thing to
ent school dishave. around a ga,rden, ·and· that
trict of Grand
~ext to teaching school, Mr. Leh.:.
Forks and the
man's passien is gardening. With.., · ·
starting of the
. school s y s t e m out making any accusations, I sugwhich has grown· gest that if that trowel turns up
to .its present pro- missing· thls '· year; a careful searchportions. A strik- be ll)ade in Lehman's garde~.
ing feature of
ONE
ARTICLE * ENTITLED
the , publication is
"This and That- for Thirty Years,'.'
the picture which
front page, showing by M. Helen · Davie!, for many.
years_a member of the High school
what migh~ at first be taken for faculty. Presently · somebody wiil ·
the original Floradora sextette. It
say to me· "I ·have just been readis true that there are eight yoµng · ing an article in the Centralian by
ladies in the picture, instead of ' six, · your...- sister,'' . and I'll say "Yes?.
Pretty good, isn't it?" . permitting
the n~mber popularly supposed to '
the impression of .relationship ·. to .
constitute a sextette, but that · does
stand just that way, when, in fact,
not matter. If all the young~and
we are cousins, and not brother
less young-persons who have de-· and sister. - What's the odds, anyway?
clar~d themselves to .have been
me:nib.e rs of the original Florodora
MRS. :r. H. McNICOL, WHO, IN
sextette w.ere assembled in on~ · her school days, was Alice Mullaly,
place, no existing auditorium woull- ·tells of memories of '90. She was a
member o~ the· graduating ~lass of
hold them.
,,
that year, a ctass which· contained
*
•
seven members. This was· the
HOWEVER, THE CENTRAL.fourth class to be graduated, the
Ian's picture is not of stage -beau-( first class containing two, the', secties of a former period, but of eight
ond two, and the .third four. Mrs.
attractive girls of the present day J McNicol . describes the commenceJ.,.....--________.~.--- ..
who are arrayed in gc,wns and oth-

*"*

*

*,*

*
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-ment exercises or tnose early years
which, ·in . spJte of the lapse of time,
must still seem very near and dear
to those wllo participated in them.
I have a very distinct recollection
of some of th'ose exercises, · for it
was part of my job to prepare for·
publication in the next ·issue . of
The Herald condensed versions of
the orations given at the exercises
obtaining copies of the orat'lons i~
advance for this purpose.

. IN ANOTHER
* * ARTICLE
*
J. R.
McKay, superintendent of · bu1ld- ,
. ings and grounds, 'tells- of his experiences since ·1906 when he joined the school force as janitor t>f
the Belmont building until, by var.ious stages, he reached his present
'position. One can imagine the
twinkle in his eye . as he tells of
some· of. the pr_a nks ,played in their
school days by youths who are now
pillars of church and state.

* *

· A "REVERIE" BY* :r. NELSON
Kelly,_ superintendent of cchoots · in
Grand Forks for a quarter of · a
:century, touches· on . the developmen~s of the. years, and one's eyes
mist a little as the lines quoted jn
closing the · brief article are read:
"I · feel · like one
Who treads alone
Some banquet hall · deserte,d,
Whose lights are fled,
Whos~ ga~lands dead,
And all, but he, departed.''

·* *

*
ANTICIPATING
A DEMAND' ·
for extra copies · of this edtNon, for
general. distribution, the Centralian .
management has· available extra
.copies ·. Which Will be sold While -· the
supply lasts. There are hundreds
9f' persons now living in · distant
places who were once students in
the Grand Forks schools who
would prize a copy of this l)&per.
Why not buy a few and send them
around?
-W. P. DAVIES.

clothing, and had 15een .quite coffif ortable at night with . one blanket
e~ch. An , armful of dry coulie
grass spread on the ground made
~ · coinfortablc bed, a·nd the tent
gave us all the shelter· that we

·needed.

.·· ·That
~eminds
: Me-- W. P. D.

• • •

WE ARRIVED AT THE CAMP
. site in a · ught drizzling rain, and
the ·teamster who had :,hauled our

L-

c,
e
t,o
:1-

down, the clouds iilsappeared, a
the sun tiJhone , forth in splendor
Within. a day or two the snow ha
melted and the ground dried, and
we had a return of beautiful
-weather.
* * *
THAT STORM WAS GENERAL
throughout the northwest, ana
where there were settlements, live
~tock suffered sever~ly.
There
were not · many settlements, however, and there.. was not much live
stock, except on the ranges farther
west, where, I believe, the storm
-wa.s no( so severe.

outfit up from Jamestown started ·e
on - his return, trip so as to get as
far as possible that .n ight.- We tpitched our tent hurriedly, stowed
d
* • •
away our · stuff - out of the wet,
I KNOW I WROTE SOME- · made a sketcy supper, and turned
1
I l!AVE NO KNOWLEDGE OF
1
thing last year . abou.t th_e bli~ard
in. · We had no grass with which
;s . what that storm did to vegetatiop..
ot May, 1882, butthe recent inclem- to carpet the tent floor, ·for every..
On land that was broken a .good.
ent weather brings fresh recollec- thing was wet, so we ·spread our p deal , of wheat ·h ad been, so,•,n, all- though seeding
such parts of the
tions of that storm, and, like·· othbla~kets on th~ bare ground.
,e Red river valley as · were ·settled
er old-timers, I
6 6 *
e was .probably late, as that was the
feel 'p roud of the
DURING THJTI NIGHT A
sprlng of the highest rec0.rded Red
weather records
heavy rain set in~ and before mornc rfver flood up to that time. Howof early years,
ing this had turned to sleet and
and I like to
then to · snow. Tent and guy ropes · tl ever, there . was nothing in the
·storm- that w Id injure wheat even
boast
that no
were coat~d with ice and ·c reaked
if . it were just sprouted. · There
matter what the
and cracked'.- in t}?.e stro,ng wind
- weather is now,
that had· begun to blow. The air
had be~.n no ti.m e to fu$s with flow,crs·, and I , suppose there was. not
we had it hotter,
was full of falling ap.d drifting
or
colder,
or
snow,' which soon became piled in
a lilac· bush in th~ state.
' * * *
drier, or wetter,
drifts of almost winter proportions.
'.
.
or generally more
Therl' w·e ·were, and there we had
WE.HAVE -HAD' AN ILLUSTRAso, than it is in , to stay for three ·days and nights
tion this spring .of how many ten.;.
these interesting
There was ·notl;ling else to do, an
der, plants _will withstand - quite
days • Accordingnowhere. to. go. · Fortunately we
hard frost if the other conditions
ly, I repeat some
had' .plenty of food, so we were in
are right. A few weeks ago w-e
things th&t I have
no ·danger of starving, but most of
had a freeze which would have
vies
already writ ten - the stuff had to be eaten cold. We
str~pped · the tl;'ees of foliage that
t that storm of just forty-nine had brought along a little shoot.;.
was · just being put ~ forth anq
I can't be certain of the
iron camp stove to use in cooking,
ruined almost all other vegetation
1, ,)'J.,'!"'J:~,. . ·.,a go.
of that storm within a day,
and a small armful of wood for
if 'i t had not been for the snow and
I know that the storm lasted
fuel. But we . couldn't eet up the
rain that accompanied the frost
ee days, and that May 20 was
stove· in the tent, as it would · have
and the cool, cloudy weather that
of those three days. On · the
smoked us out. Occasionally, ·durfollowed it. It is a little early to
ening of the first of those three
ing lulls in the · storm, ·we started
tel-1 what will be the effect of this
days, probably the 19th, our sura little fire in the stove in the lee
week's cold weather,· but frorn
veying party of eleven made camp
of the tent &J'.ld managed- to fry a
present indicatt9ns · it seems prob..,
on the bank of the Pipestem cree
few slices of bacon and melt snow
able that no damage will result
to survey for the ~irm of Sykes
and heat water for tea.· For a real-W. P. DAVIES
Hughes, of Jamestown, the site o
Iy tasty meal I can recommend
what was to be the city of Sykes
a. sandwich made of two large
· to . The nearest railroad was a
slices of bread with tiller made o
J":aQiestown, perhaps 60 miles south
P.a rtly burned and .partly raw baeast, and, so far· as I know, there
con, washed down with scalding
was not a dwelling or any other
tea. To · be thoroughly enjoyed,
i d of habitation within at least
this . should b~ served in a tent
· halt that distance.
away out on the prairie, miles from
• * •
anywhere, in· a · howling bHzzard ..
THE WEATHER HAD BEEN
* * *
mild and summery, and we who
THAT'S ALL THERE WAS TO
had been tenting. for six weeks · or
the storm, so far as we were conmore, and had become accustomed
cerned. We - had no ca$ualti.es,
to the outdoor life, had bid farewell
caught no colds," and suffered · only
to wlnter and all its ac_c ompanitemporary · inconvenience and disment . We . had discarded heavy · comfort, though it· was pretty acute
· ~ while it lasted. The wind died
<If;

~-

In

,.,~
1

and otner disturbances .nave · caueed t,reaks in this main, and as the
' crossing is tie low. several lar_gc
sewers; impurities wer6 drawn into the supply.
I

* * *

·itreetsi- It was 1n 1896 tliat .· . :b~
. :ftrst ..cedar block pa:vemen.t WJ
la.id in the busiiless 'district
the
city, and this _inaugurated the el'
of· paving in · No th Dakota.

of

•'

* *

*••

BOTH Cil,"IES, .WHEN THESE
·~.- IT WAS IN - GRAND FORK
bl'eaks 'occurred, had · treatment
also, that the ~rst . airpla1'e :wa
plait
In·; Grand ·Foi:ks the'· daU1,
flown · and ·the ftrat ai:n,lane pa
inspection which ls made revea.1ed.
·H!ig~r waa ·c~rrieq. :Al'.ch Hone
the: existenc$ of an unusually high
made ithe 'flight tn 1t10, and
1t
, percentaa .of impurities, and..steps
Kent was· his passenger. T
were . take,i to neutralize this conGoey also fie~ at-Grand Fork U1
dition by the · temporary uae of un
· :fl.rst · North :nakote.~wned p
usua.lly- large quantities of c~lor
Grand Forks was also the flr
ty
· ine.· This made the , water bac
in the ·state to· eetabliah a. munt·
·terial}y · safe, but imported to ·i
ctpal airport. '
·
·.objecttona.ble taste a.nd odo~. N
,
DT _HIS HEALTH ARTICL~
typho d reeulted•. Ol~an was- less
AN ITEM WHICH KOST Oir
day Dr. Evans cited the , fortunate. For . some reason not
have overlook,d. ls t~e t stal•
ce
the city of Olean, N. · stated the wa.ter ··Wa$ .ri.ot sufficient:"
-lation of· ornamental street ltghte.
ib:D6ffl1D ·
y . wltll typhoid.
ly sterilized~ and ·the result was an
I am not ' sure ·in what northwestThe case,, which •pidemic ot typhoid · which ·is cost- • em city such lighta wtre first inis q u i t e recent,
iJJg ' the city more t~an · $1,000,009
stalled; but . it was in Grand Forks
haa. r~ctHved conin monetary da,mages >·assessed by .
that they were ft at installed .b y
e l-d er ab le pu • the courts, to ea~· nothing .o f the
municipal ordinan.c-, 'a nd · p~td for
lietty, and it mer- injury to the ·business and Pepu·
by m.~ans of re~l•t taxat1on under ·
its all the atten- ta.tlon of the city.
the ,special improvement -Jaw. : The
tlon that . ca1i' Ile
·.
installation of -our :ftrst ornamental
iiven to it It is .
IT ~AN BE ·sAID "'FOR. -GRAND :s lig-hts ·hung tire for ,everal m.onths~
or .pect,Jliar inter- Forks that there ·ha.a .b een no neg- ~e There was ·a general· demand tor
est in G r .a n a ligeriee in' its. dealing with · it~ w9:t-. ·- 't hem in the business district, and
F O rk «, bec·a use er -supply. T}le ~otorious typhoid
it :'\Vas proposed that each property
some of tbe .facts epidemic of · t}}e ·winter of 1903--04
ov.Mr .should pay· directly for the
parallel .·c 1 ~ s e 1 Y waa scarcely over before steps were
installation ·of the poet ·. and lamp
-some of ,those in . taken to, remedy the ·co~dttions- ·
in front of his -~ n .Pl"operty., Most
this- city.
and betore the end of 1904 the city \1 of the property.:Owners . were will• • *.
.. 'h ad tn•talled and had in· oper..at on
ing to .do this, b\lt ·a few were not.
BOTH CITIES. the ftret ftlter , :plant' ·a.n~where }~ · ·Uniformity was conslder~d essenep1clemlc~ ·of wat~r-borne. the ·~rthwest. In t~e buildtn1r and d tlal, and the m.aay were not · will
4 fever, Gtand Forks in. (equ.lpment of .that 'plant the most :- ing to . ;bear .the ,nure· cost of an
, a d Olean in 1928. In each .a dvanced knowledg& of · that day n Improvement -'\"',hlch would be «,!
be trouble
CJt:U&6d by the was apptled. As .the need develop- , ~ .. equal benefit to the few. Aft r
of · sewa.ge._pplluted water .ed, and as s~l!nce made better. .long controversy Frank Feet
,
he city's ~upi,ly.· In Gr•nd ' methods availa.tile, .. these were
then city attorney, looked up
Ia,., and -~ concluded that 11 ti
8 this W8.s caus·t\d by · the pol- a Qpted. . TM present acti':ity of
the whole . st~eam from _tb6 ci~y ·In the , rett9f:t~tructio~ of
could be . placed on the same
0
the city's supply wa~ taken1 i~a plar_it is an express!on of .dewith J>a.vement or any other -· ......,- .•
~ correct ,; ~efects as
provement. He . prepared an or
8 the city at that time ~ad termination · t_
ltei:- pr othe treatme~t :Pl~n~ they app~ar, t() prevent their · re~ance 4eclaring the lightln, l
mt,\ldties· passed dtre~tly into ~~rrcnce 1n so .far -· as that is PQS-p.r ovemcnt nec~ 3s.,ry and provfil
~alns tt.nd , service pipes. In , oible~. and to .}lrovide for the comin the usual way for a special t
l'l 'the intake ma.in passed ·,mui,.i~y in· abundance. wate.r tha:t is
to provide fu.nds for it. Thi• o
11
;... . ...,:e~ 088 the bed· ·_of a riv.~r who~e safe, .w hote~me. and palatabl
dl~ance was adopted, atnd t
e
tet wa foul, and a ·· break in
· * * * ·
installed the first truly rrnm-l l
t l pipe caused , impurities to be MENTION . 0~ ·.~E ,DEV.E Pornamental lighting ,system.
into the supply.
~ent of our waterwQrks syst~m.. reW.· P. D VIS
4
a
* * ·*
.
'm inds ine that Gra'.\ld Forks, U\ adI8 ·IS EXACTLY .WHAT HA! dition . to installin.g ,he ftrst water
4 ht GraJld ~orks oi.i.·. twc treatment plant, has plo.~ eered ip.
t occa,sions in · recent years several . o th e r department-,. In
r. r taken. from· the 'Red Lak other : art~cl s I lt~ve m~ntioned
e distance from its mouth that tllis city was· .~lie first -i n the
1~
. .. ..,...
c,arri d across ' the Red rive; state ·. 'to oper t under the . park
tn 'Which lies on the. ' .eommisslori
~ was . also t~e
1 tter stream. _set~le:r,pen -.ti.rat ~~ t~~ t
.to pa'Ve any' of 1ts

ts.
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That
Reminds .
Me-~P.D.
m ·A

RECENT ISSUE OF THE
Credometer, a business men's magaline which had been loaned me by
friend, appears· the . fallowing
paragraph credited to a Boston I
newspaper p u b lished over sixty
years ago:

*

*
"A man

*
about
age,
giving the name
of Joshua Coppersmith, h a s
been arrested in
New York for at- ·
tempting to extort funds from
ignorant and· superstitiom, people
by exhibiting a
device which he says will convey
the human voice · any distance over
tallic wires so that it will be
by the listener at the other
~d. He calls the instrument a
~telephone,' which is obviously in- !
tended to imitate the word 'tele- :
:,aph,' and win tl1e confidence of
se who know the success of the
tter instrument without underJtanding the principles on which
it is based. Well-informed people
ltnow that it is impossible to transmit the human voice over wires as
may be done with dots and da.shes
and signa1s of th~ Morse code, and
that, were it pos~;ible to do so, th~
thinJ would be of no practical value. The authorities who apprehended the criminal are to be congratulated, and it is to be hoped that his
punishiµent will be prompt and fitting, that it may s,erve as an example to other . conscience-less
schemers who enrich themselves at
the expense of their fellow- crea46 years of

,-.rd

tures."

* *TO KNOW
I SHOULD LIKE
tne origin of that paragraph. The
name of the paper :from ,Yhich it
was taken is not given, but the article is said to have been published
something over 60 years ago. Tha
would bring it about 1870, or
lit1
tle earlier. Bell's telephone first attracted attention at the Centennial
exposition in Philadelphia in 1876.
It had just been brought to wot1kable f6rm, and Bell had been working at it quietly for a few years. ·

* *

* ' THAT
IT IS NOT SURPRISING
the people of 1870 should have been
ignorant of the principles underlying the telephone, or that some of
them shoutd have been credulous
enough to invest their money in a
frau·d ulent scheme · framed by a
rascal who had no knowledge of
electricity, acoustics or anything
else pertaining to the telephone.
There have been gullible people in
-e very age, and a plausible scoundrel has always been ·reasonably
sure of customers.
~ SURPRISING,
IT MAY . SEEM
however, that only a few years ago
a newspaper published in Boston,
the home of . culture, and the city
from ,vhich the telephone was · actually to emerge, should proclaim.
as something not to be questioned
that the human voice could not be
trcnsmitted by wire, and that if it
could the device for transmitting it
would be of no value. Yet, that is
exactly the estimate that
was
placed on ·the telephone in its infancy. Until the emperor of Brazil
became interested in Bell's inven
tion, wise men dismissed the thin
with amusement as an interestin
toy. Bell, pursuing his investiga
tions during vacations at his fa
ther's home near · my home tow ,
was popularly considered an idle
with a slight touch of insanity. Y t
his own generation was to see t e
telephone the basis of one of
world's greatest industries.

*

*

* * *

OUR SNOW STORM

..

:

OF TH$
other day reminued Mrs. L. G.
Chapin of' Euclid, Minn., as it had
reminded me, of the storm of late
May, 1882. Mrs. Chapin writes:

*

*

* OF 1882, MAY
"IN THE SPRING
25, there was a snowfall here of
three inches, which badly damaged
garden stuff. This was just before . or iust following, a flood at

·

St. Vincent which held trains a ar
down the line as Euclid. '-tpe pasnengers soon bought all the food
stuffs from the two g:rocery stores
in our little burg, then the women
of the town baked bread and biscuits · and supplied . them. I sold
enough baking powder biscuits at
25 cents n. dozen to buy me a pair
of good shoes, which one could get
in . those days for two dollars.

* *THE* YE.AR W:W
"THAT WAS
came to Minnesota from southern
Michigan, and to ~ay we were not
ve1~y favorably impressed with our
surroundings would be putting it
very mildly. We would have gone
"be.ck home" if we had had money
enough, but we hadn't; and after
49 years of continuous residence
here we are quite satisfied to say
our home is in Euclid, Minnesota."
* * *
MRS. CHAPIN'S
HUSBAND
was Dr. J. S. Chapin, a pioneer
physician who, until the time of his
' death several years ago, ministered
to the people for mG.::;.y mile.a
r..round his home. The . storm of
Ma:;·, 1882, was e:;i:ceptional because
of the latene:s of the seeson, but
through winter after v) nter Dr.
Chapin braved bitter c:>ld and
blinding storms to carry comfort t
the suffering. The v~Iue of sue
s~rvice is beyond estimate.
W. P. DAVIE~.

away, as 'he has been studying wi
Ufe and ttlaklng notes on it for the
past fortf or fifty years.

* * * .

MR.
EASTGATE
WRITES
that it was in August, 1884, that he
saw his first Yellow-leg · prairie
chicken. Tom Edison, Alf's , brother, then a resident of. St. Paul and
a friend, . Ernest Hendricson, also
of St. Paul, were hunting on . the
original Tom Edison , farm · near

T,hat Reminds
'.

l;..,arimore. · Hendrickson

Me--W:P.D.

I l;l,\VE A LETTER FROM
Walter E. Spokesfield, of James· town, jsking for further particulars eoncernin2' my exnerience in
surveying tn the .Jamestown neigh.
borhood and for
the name of the
s u r v e y o r for
whom I work~iL
Mr. · Spokesfield is
interested in hi'S-

* *-*

torical data, and
he writes me that .
at one time he
pub ·shed a book
on the history of
Wells county. His
offer to Joan me
a copy will be
gladly
accepted,
as I have no
doubt that the
b o o R. contains ·
much that will be

:pf inter.es

o me. · In lieu of lookijlro-ugh files, . )\Vhlch is slow
q k,
wm inforin Mr. Spokese d for . tbe present that my surV4Jyjng boss was E. H. Foster,. who
,a.lso ran a little ph~ograph . gallery
011.
els, and· with who I worked
to1'(1'1.Site ·surveys at Jamestown,
PCa,gree> Melville, Sykeston, Newport, Gwynne City, Dawson, Tap-:
pen, Spiritwood, Sanborn, Clarke
~ " and a. number of other. places
th t I have foI"gotten. That was
ih the summer of 1882. I have
published eome of this before. · A$
aoon as I have time to check up
Mr. Spokesfleld will hear from me.

l

*~

* *

SOME TIME AGO I ASKED
f
in.formation concerning the arrival ot prairie ctiickens into this
p
of the Northwest. Alf EastLarim~re, usually has a lot
mation of that kind· tucked

shot . a

bird which fell a long way out, and ·
when he picked. it up _he yelled and
began to danc~ and . shouted that
he had shot a. Yellow-leg. ,He· was
born on r.hat is now -· part - of the
state fair grounds at St~ Paul, ·a nd
was well acquainted with the birds
of the Nort11,west. Mr. Eastgate
says that the Sharp-tail was . the
native grouse ot·the prairies in this
state, and that the ·pinnated did not
co~ until wheat was a common
crop .for thei~ food.
I HAVE MENTIONED BEFORE
the confusion that existed ·w ith reference t<1 prairie chickens and
their kindred. I spent. some time
in the Red river valley in 188'1, and.
what we called
ickens were very
common then.
- that time there
were many larg fields of wheat
as homesteading as well along in ·
the l~te seventiest.and some of the
bonanza farms were. in full swing.
The birds which we shot may have
been of several varieties, but we
called them all chickens.

*

* SNOWSTORM
I THINK *THE
of May 20 this year established an

all-time record in that during . it
road vehicles were stalled and following it snow plows were got to
clear the roads. I have not heard
of any locality in the state in
which as much ~now fell this year
as fell in the storm of May 20 and
succeeding days in 1882 during
which I tented at what was to be
the city· of Sykeston. But I · never
heard of any conveyance being
, stalled during that early storm,
and. I suppose nothing of the sort
occurred, b~cause the vehicles that
were used · in those days were
drawn by horses or oxen, and
could negotiate a eizea.ble drift.
There were snow . plows, but they
were used only on the railroads.

* * STARTED
*
W. H. SHULZ!:
FOR
MiQot in bis car on the morning of
the torm last week. West of Mccanna he struck a regular blizzard.
and his car as stalled in the snow

several times. He finally wallo
into Mapes, · parked · the car in a
garaga and went by train the rest
of the way. He knows of several
others wh9 had like experience on
that stretch of road, where the
.snow . seems to have been thicke~
than elsewhere.

* * * .

NEXT DAY HE FOUND THAT
the plows had be·en out and the
road was clear a.nc. · in good shape.
Of course, if there had been highways, and automobiles, and snow
plows in 1882 the story might have
been different, but there were none,
and 1931 establishes a record.

* *FEW
* ' PERSONS
THERE ARE
·who have driven cars for many
years who have not had occasion
to be pulled out by horses or oxen.
There arc not many oxen left, and
1 never had a -car pulled out by
an ox team. Old autoists hav~
told me that for getting a car out
of a bad .place they greatly prefer
oxen because of their steadiness.
That seen1s reasonable to me frbm
my experience with oxen in other
sorts of work. Usually we preferred oxen .to drag logs or .. pull
stumps. Horses were · apt ,to go a.t
it in a jerky fashion which was
just as likely as not to break g
without accomplishing any \hi g
else. But old Buck and Brlg t
took their time to it Vlhen the
word of command was given th~y
settled thc!r great · ,s houlders
age.inst the yok~, tightened up the
hain, and put every ounce of their
Yw"eight into a long, steady pull. If
nothing moYcd they were not disouraged, bu~ ,·;-ere ready to tackle
t again. whenever the driver gave
e word.
-W. P. DAVIES.

the northwestern sec on
bird lovers by emerging in
ood ' continent, and whose flights were
health from his winter hiding on ' so dense a• to obscure the sun for
:Martha's Vineyard Island, Massahours, should have dlsappea.red
chusetts.
from the face of the earth within
space of a human lifetime. Yet
* *WAITED TO the
BUT · NO *KATE
that ta exactly what has happened.
I greet him on the ancestral boom* BEEN A
ing field of his tribe, a meadow
I HAVE * NEVER
near West Tisbury. Nor did he
flight of passenger pigeons, nor, to
seem to expect one, for be did not
my knowledge, have I •ver seen a
boom or strut. He bas not gone
single member of tJ1e family. Yet,
through his queer courtship antics
during my childbo<MJ, when I was
since the spring of 1929, when, as
too young to know uything about
the only heath hen living, his reit, great flights of these birds were
peated performances went unnocommon in southern Ontario. The
ticed-except by photographers,
timber on my grandfather's farm,
bird students and curious tourists
near a little lake, was one of the
watching trom ambush.
favorite roosting places for pigeons
in· their annual flights. I have
"MANY EARNEST* REQUESTS
heard the neighbors tell of the
have been received that the last
great clouds of pigeons which litheath hen be given a female
erally turned day into twilight, and
prairie chicken or some other near
of their settling in such masses
relative as a mate," said Prof. Al·
that their weight broke great
fred O. Gross, of Bowdoin college,
branches from the trees.
Maine, who for a number of years
* *KILLED BY
hall conducted the annual heath
PIGEONS WERE
hen cen1us for the Massachusetts
the settlers, not for sport, but for
division of fisheries and game.
food, and they provided a most
"Past experience liu proved that
welcome supply. The killing of
thl1 would be useless," he said.
them was plain butchery, for a sin"When frantic effort. were being
gle charge of shot might easll
made to eave these once extremely
bring down a dozen birds or more
numerous New England birds from
Shooting, however, was practice
extinction, after they had disapless often than the more primitiv
peared everywhere except on Marmethod of, clubbing, which requir
tha's Vineyard Island, their mid·
ed no expenditure for powder and
dle western pral,rie cousins were
shot. The clubbing was done at
introduced in large numbers, but
night after tbe birds had settled ·
they !mmedla.tely died otr.
This
down.
family of birds ls not adaptable to
* ENTIRE
new or changing environment. For
THE MEN OF AN
this reason the heath hen's fate
neighborhood wou!d assemble at
can be predicted for the prairie
the roosting p)3ce, carrying poles
chicken in the not distant future
and lanterns. The lanterns being
unless protected refuges are estabhung where they would give some
lished."
light, the slaughter would begin.
The birds were swept from their
ON ITS REAPPEARANCE THIS
perches with the•poles. and, apparspring the last heath hen was capently stupefied by the noise and
tured In a net trap, and both legs
confusion 8.J)d the tuckering light
marked with numbered metal
of the lanterns, they would flutter
bands.
The procedure was a
helplessly on the ground where
gloomy forecast of the inevitable
they were dispatched by wrlngin
day when the bird can be expected
their necks. Several thousan
to slip up in his constant battle
birds might be th~ result of a. Bin
against hawkB! owls and predatory
gle hunt. The birds were aldnne
animals, The identifying bands
and cleaned and 1alted down i
will then serve conclusive notice
barrel, for winter.
that the heath hen has joined five
·::. P.lG.Z.OJf._•S'BWED,
othet American birds In extinction.

*

That
Reminds
Me-W.P.D.
IT IS NOT PLEASANT TO
contemplate the extinction of an
animal species, even when that
species, In large numbers, ls not
desirable especially when its dis'
appearance is
due, not to cli·
matic or other
natural changes,
but to the creation by man of
~n inhospit ab 1 e
environment. The
practical utility of
some of the
great carniv~rais
not obvious, yet
steps are taken
to protect lions,
tigers and other
beasts of prey
from the extlnc!Da'fiee
tton which would
surely be their fate if means were
not taken to prevent it. All the
blore regrettable is the disappearance of birds and animals which
have always been friendly, and
often useful neighbors.

* * *

SOME OF OUR BIRDS, OF
the grouse famiq; are rapidly diminishing in number, this being
due, among other things, according
to Mr. Eastgate and some other
correspondents, to failure to check
the multiplication • of the natural
enemies of these birds. In the
East it apphrs that there is now
only a single survivor of one group
of this great family, the heath hen.
The last heath hen on earth is also
fated to remaln the loneliest bachelor on earth, despite pleas of ..senUmental match-makers for
just
UY sort of companion" to brighten
~• old age.

*

*

THIS SOLE *SURVIVOR OF
his race recently proclaimed his exi1tence u;ain to a waiti~rld

* *

1

*

* *

*

* *

* * *

THJl]
PASSENGER PIGEON
exists only aa a memory. It seems
incredible that a speclu once so
numeroua that Its habitat c

or made into p1e, ta -,ery good eating, but one will tire of anything.
There is a story about a farmer'
wife in the timber country wh
srew weary of venison and mapl
sugar and longed for hog meat an
.tore molasses. The wild plgeo
meat at the beginning of the s
son was esteemed a delicacy, bu
by the time that a barrel t,r two o
it had been consum.ed i\ becam
monotonous. ....
.__

____

""

C ) l ~ ~l1'""! ~ y

*CO,

cinnati, as I remember it. Thia,
bird had been kept in ce.»tlvttJ' for
years by a natural history aoclety
in the hope that a mate eould be
found for it and tlle specie• preserved. Rewards were offered for
uotber bird, and Uleee were
-clalmed several times. :&;ach time,
however, it proved that the owners
of what they believed. to be gen
uine passenger pigeons were mis
taken, and that their birds wer
90methtnr different. Sctentistll b
Ueve that there ls not now a alngl
member of the species ltvinl'·
-W. P. DAVIES.
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That
Reminds
Me-W.P.D.
AT
THIS
SEASON
EACH
Y ar, provided it is a . good year for

libtes, I am remh1 d of an · old
poe:rn of which I can remembero ly these li?le :

t:o down to Kew -in lilac time,
In lilac time, ·1n lilac· tin\,-;
Go down to Kew in lilac . time;
It isn'_t far from Lond6n.
And there you sha.11 go hand in

hand

With love in summer's wonder
lanq.;
Go down to Kew in lilac· time;
It isn't far from Lendon.

* * *
IS A · VERY

~ff.AT
SIMPLE
stanza, and one may think there
isn't much in it but jingle and
r~ Qtition, but for some reason it
es hold. It suggests the fra~
grance and
beauty of spring;
gardens to which
one may · escape
from the crowded
city; youth and
maidenhoC>d
enjoying an afternoon or an eve-

ning

off

.a n d

the,mselves forming · part ot what
is the beauty of
Sf>rlng, dependent
on neither wealt
or station, rais
i.n g
democrac
vies
_ from the real
of materialism to· the romanc
htch finds such beautiful expres
sion in lilac bloom.
·

* * *

RO:SO!JLY I SHALL NEVER
ft London. I hope that 'if, by
n:v cha ce I shoulct be so fort ..

nate, it may be in lilac time; in
which case I shall surely "go down
to Kew,'' prepared to be touched,
·.as the poet. was, by the beadty of
. the gardens. In the meantime, I
should be grateful if some: reader
can send me a complete copy of the
poem or give me the author's
name. Perhaps· I should be familiar with it, but I am not.

* *

*
LILAC TIME,
I HAVE NO
doubt, i beautiful down at Kew.
It is also beautiful in Grand Forks.
In . so~e ways the lilac is · 01;;1e of
our most _satisfactory. · flowers. It
is early and fragrant, and in a
good -year the s.h rubs are veritable
ina$ses of delicate pur.pl~.
It
tlirivea in this soil and· dima~e,
and it is becoming more and more
popular. Because .of its earliness
· it so~ethnes .suffers · from , hard
·spring frosts, and a hot dry spring
is ·not good for it. · This , year, in
·s pite: of frostsJ the lilacs have · c9me
through wonderfully. It ·was · f ~ared that the freeze of severai weeks
ago· had finished· the buc;ls, but
probably because of snow .,nd other
·moisture and cloudy· weather, little
damage was done. Tl'.le . display of
lilacs · this year is one . of the best
that has been s,en i many .' years.

* *

~

.

'

I HAD OCCASION RECENTLY
to look up somethii,.g in a .reference work, and, · as usual, it wasn't
there.
That particl.llar set · of
books was· given
good many
years · ago as an · outright · present:
I was reminded of the incident onreadi1:1g a yarn in ·which one of. the
characters · is represented as accepting 'from a book agent gifts of
books, tpe only ,requirement ·b eing
that he pay $53.75 or some such
sum for packing and postage o
for supplementary material to be
furnished later.

me a

* FOR
* ANY 0
I NEVER *FELL
those "gift" enterprises but once.
In il'te good old tdays when we expected to receive visits from at
least three book agents a week I
was visited lSy one of the fraternitY1
who had a most generous off er to
pr~sent. He was not selling any.,
thing. His company, he said, had
just published a ten-volume reference w·o rk of unusual . merit which
it wished to get int th6 hands of
a few· representative persons in
each city and to obtain from those
Dersons their unbiased
inion of

ihe work for use in a latte
campaign. .I n some way or other
he had · disco:vered that I . was a

' representative person, and he offered to give me a set of the books
outright .. The company would be
pleased if I would examine it and
write what I thought about i~.

*

* *ME A LIST OF
HE SHOWED
Grand Forks men who had already
ubscribed, and his list contained
their actual signatures, with several of which I was familiar. The
list included some of the best people in town, and I ·was quite
pleased to find that I had been
placed in such distinguished company. I signed up. Then it developed that in connection with the
books there was a reference service for. which the recipients of the
books were expected to pay, the
total amount, as I recall it, being
$37.00. That seemed fair enough,
and· I said it would b_e all right.

* CAME,
* * ALSO THE
THE BOOKS
bills for monthly payments. After
having started to pay I 'didn't want
to quit, so I paid the entire bill.
The material 'i:Q the books is mostly a cheap ·rehash from older and
better woI'ks. · I never received ·
· any of the ref erdnce service, per·haps because I neyer applied for it.
I paid $37.00. for a set of books
that I havo seen advertised for $10,
and :w hich isn't worth that. There
are several Grand . Forks private
libraries which contain th~t ,1ork,
and whose owners fell for the same
·l dnd of bunk that I did. I wonder
if the other fellows learned their
l sson. I learned mine.
· -W. P. DAVIES.
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* THESE
BOTH CITIES,* WHEN
breaks occurred, had , treatment
plants. In· Grand Forks the daily
inspection which is made . revealed·
the ~xistence of an unusually high
-percentage
impurttie·s, and .steps
~ere taken to neutralize this con·. ~itioh. by the · tempc>'rary use . of un•
usually larg~ quantities of . ~hlor..;
ine. This made the water bacterially safe, but imported to it
Qbjectionable taste and· odor. No
·t yphoid i:esulted. Olean was less
fortunate. For some reason not
stated the water was not sufftci.e nt..
1y st~rilized, and the result' was an
IN HIS HEALTH ARTICLE ·e pidemic of typhoid ·which is costthe other day Dr. Evans cited the
ing· the · city tnore than · $1,000,000
experience of the city .o f Olean, N. in _monetary damages ·assessed by
,
Y., with typhoi~ the courts, to, ~say · nqthl,ng of the
The . case, which injury fo the business and repuis quite recent, tation of the city.
has received . con*· ·*
s l de r '1, b le pubIT CAN BE · SAID FOR GRAND
licity, and it mer- Forks that there- has been no negits all th& atten- ligence in its dealing with its. wattion that can be er .supply. .T h~ notorious typhoid
given to it. It is epidemic of the i winter .o f' 1903-04 ·
of peculiar inter- was scarcely over before steps were
est in G r a n d t~ken to remedy the .conditions,
F o r k s, because and before the end of 1904 ·the city
some of the facts had installed· and had in operation
parallel c Io s el Y the ftrst filter piant · anywhere 'in
some .· of those in ·the northw~t. · In the building and
this city.
· ·e quipment of that plant the most
• • •
advanced · knowledge of . that day
Davies
BOTH CITIES was applied. As the ·need· develophad epidemics of water-borne ed~ and as science made better
typhoid fever, Grand Forks in met~ods availab~, these were
189~94, and Olean in 1928; I.n each adopted. The present activity of
case ·the trouble was caused by the the city in the reconstruction · of
injection of sewage-polluted water its plant is an expression of . deinto the city's s\lpply. · In Grand termination to -correct defects as
Forks this was caused by , the pol- they appear, to prevent ·their relution of the whole stream from currence in so far as that is poswhich the city's supply was taken, sible, and to ·provide for the comand, as the city at thltt time had munity in abundance water that is
no ftlter· or ot.n er treatment plant, safe, wholeflJome. and palatable.
all impurities passed directly · into
'* · *
th.e mains and service pipes. In
MENTION OF -T HE · DEVELOPOlean the intake -main passed ment of ·our waterworks .system reacross the bec:l of a river whose minds me that Grand Forks, in ad...
water was .foul, and a break in dition to installing the first water ·
this pipe· caused impurities to be treatll\ent plant,·. has pioneered in
drawn into the supply.
several · o th e r departi:r1ents. In
.
* * ·
other articles I hav~ mentioned
THIS IS EXACTLY WHA.T H~S that this city was the first in the
happened . in .G rand Forks on t~o state to operate under the park
or three occasions in . recent years. commission law. It was also the
Water ls. taken fromthe Red Lake :first 'in the state to pave any of its
river some distan~e from its 'mouth, streets. lt was in 1896 that the
and is ~arrie.~ across the ~ed .- river first cedar block pavement was
in a main which lies on the bed laid in the business district of the
of the latter stre~m. Settle.men~ city, and this inaugurated the era
and other disturbance& have caus- of paving in North Dakota.
ed. breaks In this .main, and as the
.
crossing i& l)elow · several larg~
IT WAS IN GRAND FORKS,
sewers, impurities were drawn into the supply·,..,.,.,.....,.........,,,-........"~......-.,,,.,
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* * *

, al~o, that the ft.rat atrplan_.......i.,...
flown and the first airplane passenger was carried. Arch Hoxsey
m.ade the flight in 1910, and Frank
Kent was -h)s passenger. Torn McGoey also flew at Grand Forks the
first · N ortli Dakota-owned plane.
Grand Forks was also the first city.
in the state to establish a municipal airport.

.

*' * *

AN ITEM WHICH M0ST O:f

u~ have ' overlooked ts the instailation of ornan:,.cntal street lights.
I am not sure in- what .northwest·ern city such lights were first installed,- but it was in Grand For.ks
that they were first , installed by
inunicipal . ordinance and paid for
by means of regular taxation under
the special 'improvement law. The
installation of our first ornamental
lights hung fire for several months.
There was a general demand :tor
theni in the business district, and
it was:. proposed that each property
ow11;er shoul<1; pay directly for the
in$tallation of the post and lamp
in front of his . own property. Most
of the property-own.e rs were willing to do this, but a few were not.
Uniformity was considered , es,en:...
tial~ and the 'many were not 'willing to · bear the entire cost of an
improve)llent which ,~ould be of
equal benefit. to the few: After
· long controversy Frank Feetham,
then city attorney, looked up the
law and concluded that lights
could be placed on the same b~sis
with pavement or any other improvement. He prepa.r~d .att ordinance declaring ·the lighting: improvement necessary and providing
hi' the usual way for a special tax
to provide funds for it. This or. din.a nce was adopted, and the city
· installed ~e first truly municipal
omame11tal lighting system.
W~ P. DA.VIES.

